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Summary

The Yarari Marine Mammal Sanctuary (hereafter simply referred to as the Yarari Sanctuary, or Yarari) was formally established on September 2, 2015. It is currently composed of two sectors: one surrounding Saba and the Saba Bank and one covering the EEZ waters of Bonaire. In order to help establish an effective cetacean conservation management plan for the Saba and Saba Bank sector of the sanctuary we here review the main marine mammal threats, help identify main management goals and make both governance and management recommendations based both on stakeholder interviews and a management review of functioning marine mammal sanctuaries in the Western Atlantic.

There are 8 species of marine mammals known to occur in the windward Dutch Caribbean Yarari Sanctuary. The sanctuary has relatively low levels of human activity. Based on our review, cumulative contaminant impacts – such as oil contamination originating from St. Eustatius – are potentially highest, followed by collision impacts due to the relatively high level of shipping traffic. Other factors such as, fishery entanglement, bycatch-impacts and marine debris impacts are likely low compared to many areas directly outside the sanctuary. While whale & dolphin watching impacts are still probably negligible, the impacts of anthropogenic noise, climate-change impacts and cumulative impacts still remain unknown but are potentially high.

Five main clusters of interrelated goals and objectives were identified based on expert and management stakeholder interviews. The most essential proximate goal for management should be to establish a minimum structural level of institutional capacity. Under the reigning conditions of resource limitation, the next key goal should be to establish effective collaboration towards jointly achieving the higher management goals and objectives.

Based on our review of species, threats, operations of other sanctuaries and expert and stakeholder input we list 23 priority recommendations and action points towards implementation of cetacean conservation for the Saba and Saba Bank Yarari sector.

Governance
- Use the Saba Bank Management Unit (SMBU) governance model for Yarari management implementation.
- Consider merging Yarari tasks into the SMBU to effectuate resource pooling and prevent management fragmentation.

Legal resources
- Design and implement a simple legal mandate for Yarari management.
- Copy and implement international legal guidelines for whale watching.
- Revise the Fishery Framework Act BES (Visserij Visserijwet besluit BES) or draft a Decree (Regeling) under the Nature Conservation Framework Act BES (Wet Grondslagen Natuurbeheer en-bescherming, WGN) to forbid all forms of pelagic (not benthic) longline and purse seine fishing in Yarari waters.
- Devise and implement legal measures and guidelines to safeguard Yarari from anthropogenic noise pollution.

Finances
- Based on the review of functioning sanctuaries, and current stressor levels, a basic annual budget of US$ 150 K will be sufficient to implement satisfactory marine mammal conservation.
- Focus expenditures on management development, outreach and international cooperation.
- Limit expenditures on costly enforcement and research. Participation in these activities should principally be limited to essential monitoring and practical support of collaborating parties.
Personnel and logistics
- Based on the review of functioning sanctuaries, two (additional) personnel members are sufficient to effectuate adequate Yarari cetacean conservation.
- The combined personnel should include both technical and boat handling skills as well as management development skills for effective local and international policy development support and cooperation.
- Saba island is the logical choice for basing Yarari headquarters.
- A larger vessel (than the current Queen Beatrix) is needed for safer and more effective operation in Yarari waters.

Management priorities
- Aim for sanctuary expansion to include St. Maarten and St. Eustatius marine waters (and ultimately also Curacao and Aruba EEZ waters).
- Establish and expand cooperation with local enforcement and research partners.
- Develop close ties with local stakeholders and encourage their active involvement.
- Actively represent Yarari interests in regional marine mammal policy development and research initiatives.

Research priorities
- Use remote methods (AIS) and current port fishery sampling to monitor fishery activity, and ship traffic inside Yarari.
- Use passive acoustic monitoring and sighting records to monitor cetacean distribution and abundance.
- Use passive acoustic monitoring to measure and follow background noise levels.
- Record and collect data on and specimens from stranding incidents using published guidelines and protocols.
- Subsample stranding fatalities to determine contaminant loads of the cetaceans inside Yarari and their prey species.
- Document the abundance and source of marine debris found in the sanctuary.
Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC islands</td>
<td>Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASFMC</td>
<td>Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (a commission of U.S. states formed to coordinate and manage fishery resources)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>Convention of Biological Diversity (a global agreement addressing all aspects of biological diversity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CECs</td>
<td>Chemicals of Emerging Concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITES</td>
<td>Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (an international agreement between governments, aiming to ensure that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their survival)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (environmental treaty under the aegis of the United Nations Environment Programme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCG</td>
<td>Dutch Caribbean Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENR</td>
<td>Department of Environment and Natural Resources (Bermuda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>Distinct Population Segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>Exclusive Economic Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAD</td>
<td>Fish Aggregating Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>Fishery Management Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCAT</td>
<td>International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (an intergovernmental fishery organization responsible for the conservation of tunas and tuna-like species in the Atlantic Ocean and its adjacent seas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRW</td>
<td>International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (convention responsible for establishing the International Whaling Commission - IWC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO</td>
<td>International Maritime Organisation (agency of the United Nations responsible for improving maritime safety and preventing pollution from ships)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUCN</td>
<td>International Union for Conservation of Nature (the global authority on the status of the natural world and the measures needed to safeguard it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWC</td>
<td>International Whaling Commission (an intergovernmental organisation whose purpose is the conservation of whales and the management of whaling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAFMC</td>
<td>Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (one of eight fishery management councils responsible for the management of marine fisheries in the U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARU</td>
<td>Marine Autonomous Recording Unit (unit for collecting passive acoustic data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry EZ</td>
<td>Ministry of Economic Affairs (the Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry I&amp;M</td>
<td>Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (the Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAP</td>
<td>Wider Caribbean Region Marine Mammal Action Plan (published by the UNEP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMBD</td>
<td>Marine Mammal Behavioral Disturbance (one of three action plans established regarding marine mammal protection in the Stellwagen Sanctuary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME</td>
<td>Marine Mammal Entanglement (one of three action plans established regarding marine mammal protection in the Stellwagen Sanctuary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMVS</td>
<td>Marine Mammal Vessel Strike (one of three action plans established regarding marine mammal protection in the Stellwagen Sanctuary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEFMC</td>
<td>New England Fishery Management Council (one of eight fishery management councils responsible for the management of marine fisheries in the U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization (a not-for-profit organization that is independent from states and international governmental organizations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONMS</td>
<td>Office of National Marine Sanctuaries (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHs</td>
<td>Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCBs</td>
<td>Polychlorinated Biphenyls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSSA</td>
<td>Particularly Sensitive Sea Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCN</td>
<td>National Office for the Caribbean Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Acronym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWS</td>
<td>Rijkswaterstaat (the Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBMU</td>
<td>Saba Bank Management Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCF</td>
<td>Saba Conservation Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAW</td>
<td>Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (the SPAW Protocol (in-force 2000) is part of the Convention for the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean Region (Cartagena Convention, in-force 1986))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAW-RAC</td>
<td>SPAW Regional Activity Centre (aimed at implementing the protocol concerning specially protected areas and wildlife in the Caribbean region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCR</td>
<td>Wider Caribbean Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGoMCA</td>
<td>Western Gulf of Maine Closed Area (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWF</td>
<td>World Wildlife Fund (organization in wildlife conservation and endangered species)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

Marine mammals are protected worldwide by several international treaties among which ICRW, CBD, SPAW, CMS and CITES. The Caribbean parts of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, which consist of the combined territories of the Caribbean Netherlands and those of Aruba, Curaçao and St. Maarten, possess a diverse and rich marine mammal fauna. In recognition of this, the Kingdom designated large parts of these waters as the new Yarari Marine Mammal and Shark Sanctuary to offer new habitat protection to both these endangered groups.

In preparation towards this major development Wageningen Marine Research conducted supporting research into the use of acoustics for the study of marine mammals, sought cooperation with regional partners, led the drafting of a joint research approach and conducted various smaller supporting research projects and trials.

The Yarari Marine Mammal and Shark Sanctuary (hereafter simply referred to as the Yarari Sanctuary, or Yarari) was formally established on September 2, 2015. It is currently composed of two sectors: one surrounding Saba and the Saba Bank and one covering the EEZ waters of Bonaire. In order to establish an effective management plan for the sanctuary we here discuss the steps and measures needed for marine mammal conservation in this new sanctuary. Shark conservation falls outside the scope of this report. As the Ministry of LNV considered management implementation for the Saba and Saba Bank Yarari sector (where the Saba Bank Management Unit already represents actual management capacity) as a first priority, our assignment here was limited to the Saba and Saba Bank Yarari sector. This report addresses the following matters:

- Distribution and abundance of marine mammal species in and around the sanctuary
- An assessment of threats to these species potentially occurring in and around the sanctuary
- Management priorities of sister sanctuaries
- Suggested management priorities for the sanctuary
- Institutional constraints and needs for marine mammal conservation in the sanctuary
2 Species distribution and human activities in the area

2.1 Overview of relevant marine mammal species

The Yarari Marine Mammal and Shark Sanctuary consists of two areas, corresponding to the two sectors of the Dutch Caribbean EEZ: the southern sector associated with the leeward ABC islands (Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao) lying off the coast of Venezuela, and the northern sector, associated with the windward islands of Saba, St Eustatius and St Maarten. This section describes the relevant marine mammal species occurring in the northern sector of the Yarari Sanctuary (Figure 1) situated around Saba and the Saba Bank. The EEZ areas of the Dutch Caribbean fall principally in the pelagic zone referred to as the Venezuela Basin. Relatively little is known about the deep slope and seafloor waters of the Dutch Caribbean EEZ (van Beek 2016).

Figure 1 Map of the Yarari Sanctuary, at the leeward Dutch Caribbean in the south and the windward Dutch Caribbean in the north. This study primarily focusses on the windward Dutch Caribbean, i.e. northern part of Yarari.

Knowledge on the density, distribution and habitat use of marine mammal species in the Yarari Sanctuary is essential for adequate conservation measures to be taken and their effectiveness to be monitored. In the vicinity of the windward Dutch Caribbean a number of dedicated surveys have taken place (Table 1). However, most of the information currently available on cetacean occurrence in the Caribbean Netherlands is based on the collation of opportunistic sightings and strandings data (Scheidat et al., 2015). Also, some information is available for the leeward Dutch Caribbean (e.g. Geelhoed et al., 2014; Barros and Debrot, 2006), but this falls outside the scope of this study.
Table 1 Overview of information currently available (since the 90’s) on cetacean occurrence in the northern sector of the Caribbean Netherlands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated survey</td>
<td>French waters</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Ridoux et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary description</td>
<td>Dutch Caribbean EEZ</td>
<td>1966-2010</td>
<td>Debrot et al. (2011a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synoptic overview</td>
<td>Dutch Caribbean EEZ</td>
<td>Up to 2010</td>
<td>Debrot et al. (2011b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated survey</td>
<td>St Maarten</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Nature Foundation St Maarten (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated survey</td>
<td>Saba bank</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Geelhoed &amp; Verdaat (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic data, review</td>
<td>Northeastern Caribbean Windward Dutch Islands: Saba, St Eustatius, St Maarten, and the Saba Bank</td>
<td>1966-2010</td>
<td>Debrot et al. (2013a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic data*</td>
<td>Saba, St Eustatius and Bonaire</td>
<td>2012-2014</td>
<td>Scheidat et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on fishermen interviews, sightings of whales or dolphins during 1020 days at sea monitored from Saba (2012-2014) and 116 days at sea monitored from Bonaire (2014) were reported and analysed

Debrot et al. (2013a) showed that marine mammals, particularly the humpback whale, make notably regular and consistent use of the windward Dutch EEZ. Debrot et al. (2013a) cites several studies where at least 33 native species of marine mammals have been documented from the Wider Caribbean Region (WCR): namely six species of baleen whales, 24 species of toothed whales, one sirenian (the West Indian manatee), and two pinnipeds (the extinct Caribbean monk seal, and the vagrant hooded seal). For many of these species, the waters of the region serve as primary habitat for critical activities that include feeding, mating and calving. However, relatively little remains known about their biology, life history, distribution and behaviour, particularly also around the windward Dutch islands (Saba, St Eustatius and St Maarten) (Debrot et al., 2013a).

In 2010 it was reported that of these species, at least 16 have been documented for the waters of the Netherlands Antilles (Meesters et al., 2010). In 2011 this number had increased to 19 confirmed species in total (Debrot et al., 2011a), see Table 2. In comparison to the leeward Dutch islands (Aruba, Curaçao and Bonaire), documented cetacean strandings are few in the windward islands (St Maarten, Saba and St Eustatius) (Debrot et al., 2011a). There are nine confirmed species in the windward islands, which will be described in section 2.2. The leeward Dutch islands have the most confirmed species of the Dutch Caribbean. The islands with most species confirmed are Curaçao and Aruba (15 species). Scheidat et al. (2015) reported sightings by fishermen: a total of 36 whale sightings (62 animals) were recorded in Saba and 4 (4 animals) in Bonaire. Most of the whale sightings were not identified to species level. Only at Saba, 10 of the 36 sightings were identified as humpback whales and 1 as sperm whale. There were 71 dolphin sightings (877 animals) from Saba and 19 sightings (341 animals) from Bonaire.

Seals do not commonly occur in the Dutch Caribbean. Naturally-occurring hooded seals (Cystophora cristata) have been confirmed for nearby US waters by several authors as described by Debrot et al. (2013a). Historical records indicate that the southern Caribbean was part of the normal range of distribution of the extinct West Indian monk seal (Monachus tropicalis), although such records were not found in the windward Dutch islands (Debrot 2000).
### Table 2 Overview of marine mammal occurrences in the windward and leeward Dutch Caribbean (Debrot et al. 2011a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Scientific name</th>
<th>Windward Dutch Caribbean</th>
<th>Leeward Dutch Caribbean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|         |                 | Saba | St Mrt. | St Eust. | Aruba | Bonaire | Curacao |-
| Odontocetes (Toothed whales) |                 |-
| Bottlenose dolphin# | *Tursiops truncatus* | V | V | V | V | V |-
| Spinner dolphin*# | *Stenella longirostris* | ? | V | V | V | V |-
| Clymene dolphin | *Stenella clymene* | ? | ? | ? | ? | ? |-
| Rough-toothed dolphin | *Steno bredanensis* | ? | ? | ? | V | V |-
| Pantropical spotted dolphin* | *Stenella attenuata* | ? | ? | ? | V | V | B |
| Atlantic spotted dolphin | *Stenella frontalis* | ? | V | ? | B | ? | ? |
| Striped dolphin* | *Stenella coeruleoalba* | ? | ? | ? | S | ? | B |
| Long-beaked common dolphin | *Delphinus capensis* | ? | ? | ? | ? | ? |-
| Risso's dolphin | *Grampus griseus* | ? | ? | ? | S | ? | ? |
| Fraser dolphin | *Lagenodelphis hosei* | ? | ? | ? | ? | S | ? |
| Melon-headed whale | *Pepocephala electra* | ? | ? | ? | B | S |-
| Short-finned pilot whale# | *Globicephala macrorhynchus* | V | V | ? | S | V | B |
| Pygmy killer whale | *Feresa attenuata* | ? | ? | ? | V | V | V |
| Killer whale# | *Orcinus orca* | ? | ? | ? | V | V | V |
| Cuvier's beaked whale* | *Ziphius cavirostris* | ? | S | ? | S | S | B |
| Blainville's beaked whale | *Mesoplodon densirostris* | ? | ? | ? | ? | ? |-
| Dwarf sperm whale* | *Kogia simus* | ? | ? | ? | S | ? | S |
| Sperm whale* | *Physeter macrocephalus* | B | B | V | S | ? | B |
| Balaenoptera (Baleen whales) |                 |-
| Fin whale | *Balaenoptera physalus* | ? | ? | ? | V | ? | ? |
| Common minke whale | *Balaenoptera acutorostrata* | ? | ? | ? | - | - | - |
| Humpback whale*# | *Megaptera novaeangliae* | V | V | V | ? | V | V |
| Manatees |                 |-
| Seals |                 |-
| Caribbean monk seal | *Monachus tropicalis* | † | † | † | † | † |-
| Unid. seal | *Pinniped sp.* | - | V | - | - | - |-
| Total native, extant: |                 | 4 | 9 | 4 | 15 | 11 | 15 |

? = possible occurring no sightings confirmed; - = not occurring (as far as known); S = stranded or found dead; V = (visual) sighted alive; B = both (stranded and sighted alive); † = extinct; * documented from the area before 1998; # recorded by Debrot (1998); ♪ acoustic detection by Risch et al. (2014).
2.2 Distribution and abundance in the area

2.2.1 Species known to occur in the windward Dutch Caribbean

In this section the occurrence of species with confirmed sightings in the Dutch Caribbean are described. There are no species with confirmed sightings for only the windward islands (Saba, St Maarten and St Eustatius), which is the focus of this study. There are 8 species known to occur in both the leeward as in the windward Dutch Caribbean: bottlenose dolphin; spinner dolphin; Atlantic spotted dolphin; short-finned pilot whale; humpback whale; sperm whale; Cuvier’s beaked whale; and the west Indian manatee (Table 2). There are no confirmed sightings of minke whale but it is probably quite common for the windward islands, based on confirmed acoustic detections (Risch et al., 2014; Risch and de Haan 2016). Most species (11), however, are so far only confirmed to occur near the leeward islands (Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao): rough-toothed dolphin; pantropical spotted dolphin; striped dolphin; Risso’s dolphin; Fraser dolphin; melon-headed whale; Bryde’s whale; false killer whale; dwarf sperm whale; Gervais’ beaked whale; and killer whale. As this study only focusses on the windward islands, these species are not further included in this chapter. Nevertheless, as in the future more observations undoubtedly will become available, it is likely that many of these species will eventually also be confirmed in the windward Dutch Caribbean.

Bottlenose dolphin

The bottlenose dolphin (*Tursiops truncatus*) (Figure 2) appears to occur in two different forms, a coastal form and an offshore form. It is the most common species observed in the windward Dutch Caribbean (Debrot et al. 2013a) and in the leeward Dutch Caribbean it is clearly a resident species (Debrot et al. 2011a). Given the large size of the Saba Bank, it seems likely that there may also likewise be a resident population of bottlenose dolphins on the bank. Debrot et al. (1998) mentioned that the bottlenose dolphin was the second most commonly sighted cetacean in the Leeward Dutch Antilles and more recently there were 41 sightings reported for the bottlenose dolphin for the leeward Dutch Caribbean, which is the largest number of records for all cetacean species recorded for the leeward Dutch Caribbean (Debrot et al. 2011a).

The observation of a new-born calf (Debrot et al. 2011a) could suggest that the coastal waters of Bonaire could be of importance to bottlenose dolphins. Other regions of the Caribbean have resident populations of this species that are well-documented through photo-identification studies (e.g. Campbell et al. 2002, Grigg & Markowitz 1997, Kerr et al. 2005, Rogers et al. 2004).

Observations are also known for the windward Dutch Caribbean, for example within the territorial waters of St Maarten (Nature Foundation St Maarten 2011). A total of 19 individuals were observed with the largest pod being seven (7) individuals. Very few juveniles were recorded. It is interesting to note that most individuals were observed within a specific geographic range, which may suggest that St Maarten could also have a resident population of bottlenose dolphins (Nature Foundation St Maarten 2011).
Figure 2 Juvenile bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus, temporarily separated from adults. Curaçao, 2008. Photo: Frederick Winkel.

**Spinner dolphin**

Spinner dolphins (*Stenella longirostris*) are fairly common in the waters of the leeward Dutch islands. Next to the bottlenose dolphin the spinner dolphin has the largest number of records (Debrot et al. 2011a). They are seen throughout the year with highest number of sightings in July and August (Debrot et al. 2011a). This species was also recorded at the windward Caribbean (nine individuals, Figure 3), within the territorial waters of St Maarten (Nature Foundation St Maarten 2011).

Figure 3 Spinner dolphins, *Stenella longirostris*, off Curaçao. Photo: Mark Vermeij.

**Atlantic spotted dolphin**

Although very common in surrounding waters, the Atlantic spotted dolphin (*Stenella frontalis*, Figure 4) was, until recently, not known for the waters of the leeward Dutch Islands. However, several records now exist for Aruba, (also seen with at least one calf among them) (Debrot et al. 2011a; Luksenburg 2013) and the species was sighted alive near the windward island of St Maarten (see Table 2). Debrot et al. (2013a) describe the Atlantic spotted dolphin as a likely species for the windward Islands, as it is relatively common in shallow shelf areas of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and several records to the immediate north and east of the windward Dutch Caribbean waters are known.
Short-finned pilot whale

Short-finned pilot whales (*Globicephala macrorhynchus*) are found in warm temperate to tropical waters of the world, generally in deep offshore areas and within south of 50°N and north of 40°S (Taylor et al. 2011). Focusing on the Dutch Caribbean, it is a native species of Aruba, Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, Saba, Curaçao and St Maarten (Dutch part) (Taylor et al. 2011). The species is listed on the Red List as Data Deficient.

Short-finned pilot whales show the tooth reduction typical of other squid-eating cetaceans and, although they also take fish, are thought to be primarily adapted to feeding on squid (Taylor et al. 2011). They feed on vertically migrating prey, with deep dives at dusk and dawn following vertically migrating prey and near-surface foraging at night. These animals are typically found in highest densities over the outer continental shelf or continental slope (Taylor et al. 2011). The occurrence of the short-finned pilot whale in the windward Dutch Caribbean is not surprising and is confirmed for the windward Dutch islands based on three records (Debrot et al. 2013a). In the leeward Dutch Caribbean at least two strandings and nine sightings of this species are known (Debrot et al. 2011a).

It appears to be regularly present in leeward Dutch Caribbean waters and was considered to be commonly sighted. Since 1998, however, it has only been sighted twice (groups in 2006 and 2009) and one stranding was reported in 2009 (Debrot et al. 2011a). Two recent strandings are reported for Aruba (Luksenburg 2013).

Humpback whale

The humpback whale is a large whale with a length of ca. 16 m (Figure 5). Humpback whales have a cosmopolitan distribution that generally involves long migrations between high-latitude summer feeding grounds and tropical breeding grounds (e.g. Clapham 2000). NOAA Fisheries identified 14 Distinct Population Segments (DPS). In the North Atlantic, the humpback whale ranges from tropical waters in the Caribbean to Arctic waters (Meesters et al. 2010). In the north-eastern Caribbean this species occurs principally between November and May (Debrot et al. 2013a). Humpback whale song was detected in the US Stellwagen marine sanctuary in two distinct periods (Stanistreet et al. 2013): spring (March through June, with a marked peak in the middle of April) and fall (August through December, with a less pronounced peak in late November). No song was recorded during either the summer months (mid-June to mid-August) or winter months (January to mid-March).
Within the territorial waters of St Maarten, 33 individuals (including calves) were recorded in 2011, with the highest density in March (Nature Foundation St Maarten 2011). While the breeding and calving grounds to the east of the windward Dutch waters are currently well established, this is not the case for the area of the Saba Bank. Sighting records of mother and calves suggest that the area around the windward Dutch islands may form part of the former (or current) calving grounds of the humpback whale (Debrot et al. 2011a). Humpback whales in the Caribbean are strongly associated with banks and other shallow waters (Meesters et al. 2010; Debrot et al. 2013a). The presence of relatively warm shallow bank habitat could indicate that this area might also serve as calving ground to the recovering population of western Atlantic humpbacks (Debrot et al., 2013a). Further research will be needed to determine if this is true.

There is little information on the summer feeding grounds used by the humpback whales that winter in the Eastern Caribbean and on the relationships between individuals wintering in the Eastern Caribbean waters to those in other feeding and breeding areas. Applying photo-identification or genetic sampling techniques could help address these information gaps (Meesters et al. 2010). Stevick et al. (2014) have found evidence suggesting that the humpback whales of the south-eastern Caribbean may represent a distinct migratory group arriving later on their calving grounds than the group calving around the Dominican Republic and feeding principally off Europe instead of off Canada and the USA. The humpback whale was formerly listed on the IUCN status as Vulnerable (under the 1996 categories and criteria), see Annex 1, but is now listed at least concern with an increasing trend. Debrot et al. (2011a) report that humpback whales sightings amounted to 45% of all records around the windward Dutch islands but remained relatively rare in the leeward sector (5% of records). Thus they are more common around the windward Dutch islands compared to the leeward Dutch islands. The windward sector may form part of its former (or current) calving grounds (Debrot et al. 2011a). A recent study using passive acoustics (Risch & de Haan 2016) has confirmed the seasonal occurrence of humpback whales in the region around Saba Bank.

**Minke whale**

Although the common minke whale (*Balaenoptera acutorostrata*) is listed in Table 2 as "possible occurring, no sightings confirmed", this species is probably common in the windward Dutch Caribbean, as indicated by acoustic detections at Saba Bank (Risch et al. 2014; Risch and de Haan 2016). Common minke whales are found in oceans all over the world. During the winter they typically travel toward warmer waters and in summer move closer to the poles. It has been suggested that the North Atlantic minke whale has a more offshore occurrence on their northbound migration and a more
coastal distribution later in the year when the whales are headed south (Risch et al., 2014). The study of Risch et al. (2014) confirms the seasonal migration of North Atlantic minke whales offshore the eastern US continental shelf in spring and autumn and their winter presence in south eastern US and Caribbean waters. Several (48) detections were made at the inshore Saba Island site during winter and spring (February to April), indicating that whales are moving closer inshore during winter months (Risch et al. 2014).

**Sperm whale**

Sperm whales (*Physeter macrocephalus*) (Figure 6) are relatively common both to the west and east of the windward Dutch Caribbean (Debrot et al., 2013a). They are largely restricted to deeper waters where they prey on deep water squid. In the north-eastern Caribbean they are strongly seasonal and are rarely seen from April through September (Mignucci-Giannoni 1998). For the windward Dutch Caribbean, all five sightings recorded are for the first quarter of the year (Debrot et al. 2011a). For the leeward Dutch Caribbean, six strandings (including fishery-related strandings) and two sightings are known, including Aruba (Debrot et al. 2011a; Luksenburg 2013).

![Sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) off Curacao](image)

**Cuvier’s beaked whale**

Cuvier’s beaked whale (*Ziphius cavirostris*) is listed for the windward Dutch Caribbean based on one published stranding record (van Bree et al. 1973). For the leeward Dutch Caribbean there are six known strandings and one sighting (Debrot et al. 1998). The species likely occurs in deep basins along most coasts and in areas where the continental shelf is narrow and coastal waters are deep such as around many oceanic islands. Squid and crustaceans are part of their diet (Debrot et al. 2011a).
West Indian manatee

The West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus) is currently divided into the Florida (T. m. latirostris) and Antillean (T. m. manatus) subspecies (Deutsch et al. 2008). The West Indian manatee is a native species of Bonaire and Curaçao and regionally extinct in Saba, Sint Eustatius, Aruba and St Maarten (Dutch part) (Deutsch et al. 2008). This species is becoming rare and even endangered in most countries in which it still occurs (Debrot et al. 2006).

Manatees are herbivores that feed opportunistically on a wide variety of submerged, floating, and emergent vegetation (Deutsch et al. 2008). The species is typically associated with estuarine and seagrass habitat. They show a strong preference for freshwater, although it is still unknown to what extent the manatee requires periodic access to freshwater for survival. It is possible that freshwater availability on Curaçao and possibly Aruba and Bonaire, could have supported small populations of the manatee (Debrot et al. 2006). Today, in and around the leeward islands, suitable habitat is clearly absent, and therefore this species only occurs sporadically with three sightings for Curaçao so far.
Sightings suggest that manatees are capable of reaching the Dutch Leeward Islands and this area could still form part of their active range (Debrot et al. 2006). One reliable recent record for the West Indian manatee in the Dutch Caribbean windward Islands was listed (Debrot et al. 2013a). The only recently suitable habitat for this species in the windward Dutch Caribbean is the Simpson Bay Lagoon of St Maarten, where the last sighting was also recorded in the late 1980s (Debrot et al. 2006).

2.2.2 Regional comparison of distribution

The Saba and Saba Bank Yarari sector has a relatively high documented marine mammal species richness within the Wider Caribbean Region (Figure 9).

Figure 9 Marine mammal species richness of the Wider Caribbean Region (Poussart 2012). Note: this figure presents an ideal version of the Yarari Sanctuary boundaries (indicated as ‘under development’). In its current realisation the southern part of Yarari Sanctuary is considerably smaller than its ultimate potential size as it currently does not include the EEZs of Aruba or Curaçao but only the EEZ of Bonaire), see Figure 1.

The spatial distribution of known and probable occurrence of marine mammal species in part of the WCR is presented in Figure 10 to Figure 12. In summary, these figures make it clear that the Saba and Saba Bank Yarari sector lie in an area rich with cetacean species and that the only reason only 9 marine mammal species have so far been confirmed for the windward sector of the Dutch Caribbean is the lack of documented observations.
Figure 10 Distribution of known and probable occurrence of marine mammal species (SPAW-RAC 2012).
Figure 11 Distribution of known and probable occurrence of marine mammal species, continued (SPAW-RAC 2012).
Opportunistic data collected by fishermen indicated that the relative density (sightings per “fishing trip”) showed a pronounced difference in occurrence of cetaceans between islands. The highest relative density of dolphins was found in Bonaire with 0.16 dolphin sightings/fishing trip. Data indicated that an area on the west side of the island and close to shore (<1 km) with high fishing effort also had a high occurrence of cetacean sightings (Scheidat et al., 2015). In contrast, the highest relative sighting density of whales was found in Saba with 0.04 whales/fishing trip (Scheidat et al., 2015). Available data indicates that dolphins also occur regularly on the Saba Bank (Scheidat et al., 2015). It is likely that a shallow area as large as the Saba Bank could play an important role for marine mammals in a mostly much deeper region (Meesters et al., 2010). Habitat suitability for the humpback whale in and around the Yarari Sanctuary is presented in Figure 13. It shows that especially the northern part of Yarari, which is the focus of this study, has a relatively high humpback whale habitat suitability.

Figure 12 Distribution of known and probable occurrence of marine mammal species, continued (SPAW-RAC, 2012).
2.2.3 Temporal distribution

The temporal distribution of species of the windward Dutch Caribbean is presented in Table 3. Known migratory species that are only present part of the year in the windward Dutch Caribbean are humpback whale (October–June), common minke whale (February–April) and sperm whale (October–March). Data on the occurrence of manatees in the area is too scarce to indicate a temporal distribution of the species. It is, however, known that manatees undertake extensive seasonal migrations, with seasonal distribution determined by water temperature (Deutsch et al. 2008). All other species are likely to be resident species in the area of the windward Dutch Caribbean, even if not confirmed throughout the year (Table 3).

Opportunistic data collected by fishermen indicated seasonal patterns in occurrence of whales and dolphins, in particular for Saba waters where monitoring was done for several years. Most whale and dolphin sightings were in March (Scheidat et al. 2015). During a short dedicated shipboard survey at the Saba Bank, conducted from 22-26 October 2011, no marine mammals were observed (Geelhoed and Verdaat 2012).

Table 3 Temporal distribution of species known to occur in the windward Dutch Caribbean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sept</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humpback whale</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Debrot et al., 2013a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common minke whale</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Risch et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

?: Likely occurrence; X: reported sightings/observations; -: unlikely occurrence
2.3 Potential impact of human activities

Human activities can have a negative impact on cetaceans. The severity of an impact can range from a brief change of behaviour to death and it can be relevant to only an individual or affect a whole population. In this chapter we would like to highlight human activities that are known to be negative for cetaceans, which of these are most likely present in the northern part of the Yarari Sanctuary and what kind of data is needed to assess the potential impact (if any) they might have.

The following activities/pressures are addressed in this chapter:

- Fishery (entanglement & bycatch, directed hunt, overfishing);
- Noise pollution (marine mammal sound production and noise, anthropogenic noise in the wider Caribbean);
- Collisions with vessels and ships
- Marine debris;
- Contaminants;
- Habitat degradation/physical barriers (marine & coastal construction, collision, anchoring);
- Whale and dolphin watching;
- Climate change;
- Cumulative effects.

2.3.1 Fishery

Fisheries activities in the Dutch Caribbean EEZ areas are regulated under the BES Fisheries Law (Visserijwet BES, 25-01-2014), and the BES Fishery Ordinance (Visserijbesluit BES, 10-10-2010). The law regulates access for fishing and largely concerns permitting matters. The ordinance, on the other hand, lists such matters as gear and species restrictions. In these, a number of restrictions are of particular importance to marine mammals. The BES Fishery Ordinance prohibits 1) all taking of marine mammals, 2) the use of marine mammals as bait, 3) gill nets longer than 2.5 km. This means that typical fisheries activities that impact cetaceans such as the use of long-lines, the use of tuna purse seines and the use of drifting gillnets are poorly regulated.

In practice however, permits for the use of such gears in the EEZ have not been given in recent years based on the argument that EEZ waters are overfished (S. Mambi, pers. comm. to A. Debrot). Illegal fishing, particularly by Venezuelan vessels is a recurrent problem that is rigorously addressed by the coastguard. However, the problem of incursions by illegal fishing vessels is largely restricted to the leeward sector of the EEZ. On average the coastguard attends about 40 cases annually (DCCG 2016). Fishery can have three main pressures on cetaceans: 1) entanglement & bycatch, 2) directed hunt or culling and 3) overfishing.

An indication of the fishing intensity in and around the Yarari Sanctuary is presented in Figure 14 (pelagic fishery) and Figure 15 (demersal fishery).
Entanglement & bycatch

Entanglement and bycatch are likely the main cause for human induced mortality of marine mammals worldwide, however data on the exact scope is still lacking (e.g. Reeves et al. 2013). Entanglement is defined as cetaceans becoming tangled in fishing gear. If animals do not drown they are often seen towing the gear along with them. In contrast, bycatch usually refers to the unintentional capture of cetaceans in fishing nets. Most of the time (with exceptions) entanglements are occurring with large cetaceans and bycatch with small cetaceans. In general, bycatch causes direct death through drowning while entanglement in fishing gear is not necessarily lethal. Almost any type of fishery can cause entanglement or bycatch, but some fishery activities are more problematic than others. Lobster
pots or similar gear can cause entanglements, which is one of the largest cause of mortality in large baleen whales (van der Hoop et al. 2013). Stationary set-net gear, such as a gill net, is responsible for the highest human induced cause of mortality for small cetaceans. Other types of fishery can also have a high incidental catch of dolphins.

For Caribbean waters there are several records of entanglements of large whales. One example is a report from Guadeloupe, French West Indies from 2013, where a sperm whale calf was entangled in nets by its tail fluke peduncle, while a mature female was entangled with her lower jaw in the same net. The calf was dead and the female was able to forage, with the net and calf attached to her (Rinaldi and Rinaldi 2014). The authors suggest that the entanglement occurred at a local FAD (fish aggregation device). A recent case of entanglement in the Dutch Caribbean involving the death of two sperm whales has been documented (Luksenburg 2013) (Figure 16). However, the occurrence of entanglement has not often been recorded as a possible cause of mortality in stranded animals of the Dutch Caribbean (Debrot et al. 2011a).

![Image](https://example.com/image.jpg)

**Figure 9** Entangled dead sperm whale floating off San Nicolas, Aruba. Photo: Dutch Caribbean Coast Guard.

Trap fishery is considered a low impact method for small cetaceans (and is often advised as an alternative method for gillnetting). Nevertheless entanglements can occur, such as the case of a bottlenose dolphin that died in 2008 in fishing gear (a rope with 2 pots) from a local fisherman from Cabo Rojo, Puerto Rico (NMFS 2011). For large whales, such as humpback whales, entanglement in trap gear is a well-documented cause of death or injury that can have a high impact on populations (e.g. Robbins et al. 2007, Saez et al. 2013; Pace et al. 2014; Cassoff et al. 2011; Knowlton et al. 2012).

One other potential problem is that shipping (e.g. tankers) can accidentally cut lines of fishing traps or other gear, creating “ghost traps” that continue to collect fish (Sybesma et. al. 1993) and could become an entanglement risk for cetaceans. Fortunately at present the only area with traps that are vulnerable to shipping is the Saba Bank, which is designated as an PSSA (Particularly Sensitive Sea Area) area by IMO and off limits to shipping. Environmental infractions have declined greatly (to only 16 incidents in 2015) since the Coast Guard has sharpened its surveillance protocols for the Saba bank (DCCG 2016). Helpful may also have been the fact that the Coast guard sent neighbouring islands information on the legal status of the Saba bank in the English language. A problem remains that the current legislation only allows persecution of the captain but not the shipping company. According to the DCCG the legislator has not yet been willing to make the necessary adjustments to the law to make this possible (DCCG 2016).
The Saban fishery is an off-shore artisanal trap-fishery, targeting lobster and snapper ("redfish"). Pots are not individually placed but connected by lines running along the bottom. In addition, hook and line fishing with hand-lines or with rod and reel is done opportunistically. Fish Aggregating Devices (FADs) are also deployed by some Saban fishers to increase catch rates for pelagic species such as wahoo, tuna, and dolphinfish (Lindop et al. 2015). Similarly, the St Eustatius fishery is also small-scale using traps, hook and line trolling and occasionally nets. The low number of pot set lines and low cetacean densities mean that numerical mortalities are likely low. Nevertheless, if population densities are also low, even low number of mortalities may translate to a high death rate.

Outside of the Dutch Caribbean EEZ longline fisheries for swordfish take place and purse seine fisheries for tuna, particularly by Venezuela, and in the southern sector of the Caribbean. In Atlantic tropical and subtropical waters it is particularly killer whales (Orcinus orca) and false killer-whales (Pseudorca crassidens) that are known to be attracted to long-lines as an easy food source (Hernandez-Milian et al. 2008), and pilot whales (Globicephala macrorhynchus) (Hamer et al. 2015). These are the most common species reported as by-catch from tropical longlines. In the Atlantic, the percentage of longline sets predated is comparatively low, ranging between 1 and 9% (Hernandez-Milian 2008). Less than 0.7% of the catch in the US Atlantic swordfish longline fishery concerns turtles, mammals or birds (Mandelman et al. 2008). In this fishery various restrictions have been imposed in recent years to restrict bycatch of cetaceans and other non-target species (Mandelman et al. 2008). One of these is the use of circle hooks instead of J-style hooks (Kerstetter and Graves 2006). Hamer et al (2015) discuss innovative gear modifications that can further restrict cetacean by-catch.

Venezuela is the most important fishing nation in the eastern Caribbean. Between 1995 and 2014 its motorised fleet size has doubled to more than 20 thousand vessels but its total annual catches have roughly halved during the same period (FAO 2016). In 2014 its total annual catch was reported to be 225 thousand tons whereas most other Caribbean island nations have total annual catches below 10 thousand tons (FAO 2016). Most of these are small coastal fishing vessels. Coastal bycatch of small cetaceans in gillnet fisheries is likely but undocumented. Particularly important is the offshore small vessel pelagic longline fleet targeting dolphinfish, billfish, sharks and tuna (Arocha et al. 2013). It also has an important distant water fleet.

Venezuela is reported to conduct whale-associated purse seine sets for tuna year-round in the Caribbean (Gaertner & Medina-Gaertner 1999 cited in Escalle et al. 2015). Whale-associated tuna sets in the eastern tropical Atlantic are the norm, in contrast to the eastern tropical Pacific where dolphin-associated sets predominate (Escalle et al. 2015). Off Curaçao and Bonaire, in the southern Caribbean, baleen whales and not dolphins are typically associated with tuna schools (Debrot, pers. observ.), see Figure 17. Despite high interaction, cetacean mortalities associated with tuna purse seine sets in the eastern tropical Atlantic appear quite low (Escalle et al. 2015). For instance, of the 194 cetaceans encircled in a purse seine net (122 baleen whales, 72 delphinids), immediate apparent survival rates were high (Atlantic: 92%, Indian: 100%). These high survival rates suggest that setting nets close to cetaceans has a low immediate apparent impact on the species involved. Fortunately, purse seine-associated kills in the Pacific have declined by 98% since the 1960s and 70s (Escalle et al. 2015).
Aside from in the southern Caribbean, where there is a large artisanal offshore longline fleet for which cetacean bycatch is poorly documented, in most other areas of the eastern Caribbean intensive fishery activity of risk to cetaceans is low compared to other more productive areas of the Atlantic. Nevertheless, for the Venezuelan fisheries, also the largest of the eastern Caribbean cetacean mortalities may be quite high and might impact cetacean populations throughout the region. The matter of cetacean mortalities in Venezuela is a sensitive issue and environmentalists exposing such practices have had to hide and seek foreign asylum to avoid persecution and imprisonment in Venezuela (Anonymous 1995).

In the Dutch EEZ currently no significant longline, purse seine, drift or gillnet fisheries occur. With low fishing activity and concomitant low gear densities (only 10 artisanal trap fishing boats in a 2000-km² area), risk to cetaceans will also likely be low. This means that current legislation could be easily upgraded to exclude high-risk gillnet use and to impose long-line gear restrictions or measures (such as hook type) to limit cetacean bycatch prior to any actual development of a pelagic longline fishery for dolphinfish, should it ever be considered. Long-line fisheries in the Caribbean take significant large bycatches of endangered sharks and ICCAT-restricted tuna species (Weidner et al. 2001, Cortes 2002, Grant and Berkes 2007, Mandelmann et al. 2008, Arocha et al. 2013).

To assess the actual impact of fishery entanglement or bycatch on a population, one needs to know the occurrence of bycatch and the population size of the species of concern. In the Wider Caribbean, neither of these are well known. Consequently, the magnitude of the threat to cetacean populations due to fishery operations is difficult to assess. In the marine mammal action plan developed by the Caribbean regional seas program of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) it has been suggested that local scientists and UNEP’s RAC/SPAWhighofficials develop regional networks, collaborative studies, and training activities to also understand and document the impacts of fishery bycatch and directed catch on cetacean populations in the Wider Caribbean.

For the Yarari Sanctuary, no reports of interaction between fishery and cetaceans are known, this includes anecdotal historic sources. Even though Yarari has low levels of fishing activity, it remains
surrounded by areas with much higher fishing activity. Consequently, fishing induced mortality from outside the sanctuary may still be a significant threat to Yarari cetaceans. In conclusion, the current lack of data does not imply that there isn’t a potential problem, however, given the small scale of the fishing activity, any impact on the cetaceans stemming from fishing inside the Yarari Sanctuary is likely to be very small. The impacts of fishing outside the sanctuary, in the greater Caribbean, may be high but are currently poorly documented.

Data needs (mainly relevant within the context of the Wider Caribbean region) are:
- Compile data on the type, scope and location of fishery activities in the greater Caribbean
- Necropsies to determine the cause of death of stranded animals
- Photo-identification work to document entanglements
- Distribution of cetaceans in the area to highlight potential areas of overlap and conflict.

Directed hunt
A number of Caribbean islands at times hunt, or use bycaught or stranded small cetaceans like dolphins, porpoises, orcas, and short-finned pilot whales for human consumption (e.g. Caldwell and Caldwell 1975, Hoyt and Hvenegaard 2002, Mohammed et al. 2003, Vail 2005). The scale and implications of these unregulated hunts on the local populations are not known (e.g. Romero and West 2005). Marine mammal densities in the Caribbean, especially of the large whales that were formerly commercially targeted, are certainly manifold lower than in former times and are now slowly recovering from former overexploitation (Meesters et al. 2010).

A live-capture fishery for bottlenose dolphins (for display in dolphinaria) has been documented in Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti and Honduras (van Waerebeek et al. 2006; Parsons et al. 2010). The only Caribbean nation currently conducting a directed hunt of large whales is St Vincent and the Grenadines. The IWC is setting aboriginal catch quotas (known as strike limits) in six year blocks. The current quotas will be reviewed at the IWC Commission Meeting in 2018. The quota for humpback whales for the seasons 2013 - 2018 for St Vincent and the Grenadines is no more than a total of 24 humpback whales (https://iwc.int/aboriginal). While the Scientific Committee of the IWC repeated its advice that this block catch limit will not harm the stock, it also expressed concern that there is no officially agreed abundance estimate for this stock. Recent work by Stevick et al. (2014) suggests that the humpback whales of the south-eastern Caribbean may represent a distinct migratory unit. This once abundant “sub-population” was historically severely hunted and is the most depressed of the apparent two Caribbean migratory groups.

Humpback whales occurring in the Caribbean area migrate to Arctic feeding grounds in the summer months. There is no directed hunt or culling of cetaceans or use of bycaught or stranded cetaceans for consumption in the area of the Yarari Sanctuary. There is a low-scale aboriginal hunt for humpback whales in Greenlandic waters which might target the same animals that are spending the winter months in the Yarari Sanctuary. As long as the data on humpback whale subpopulations in the Caribbean are lacking it is difficult to determine if any hunt, either in the feeding or breeding grounds, could have a detrimental effect on the population.

Data needs:
- Determine the occurrence of humpback whales (distribution, density, movements) in the Yarari Sanctuary and beyond;
- Conduct photo-identification and genetic studies on humpback whales in Yarari to determine their migratory routes & feeding areas;
- Investigate the use of (small) cetaceans used for human consumption as bycatch or in unregulated hunts in the Wider Caribbean region (“marine bushmeat”). This is, however, mainly relevant within the context of the Wider Caribbean region.

Overfishing (indirect effects)
In cases where cetaceans and the fishing industry target similar prey, food competition may be a problem. In some areas of the world overfishing, in particularly on larger predatory fish, has dramatically changed the marine ecosystems (e.g. Myers and Worm 2003). Changes in the availability of prey can cause cetaceans to change their distribution (e.g. Nøttestad et al. 2015). Nevertheless
Ruzicka et al. (2013) point out that the actual food conflict between man and cetaceans is relatively limited and would remain so even if cetacean populations were to increase 5 fold. Food competition between man and cetaceans (in a general sense) would first become problematic in the case of odontocetes as they tend to target species higher in the food web which are also often sought by man (Ruzicka et al. 2013). For some of the probably resident cetacean populations, like the bottlenose dolphins, a reduction in local prey could be relevant, if there is an overlap in prey species with fishery. Due to the low fishery activity in the Yarari Sanctuary we would expect this not to be a problem, but it cannot be considered certain with the currently available data.

Baleen whales typically target small schooling fish species. These have been reviewed by Couperus et al. (2014). Small schooling species are only importantly targeted by human in the leeward Dutch Caribbean but not in the windward islands. Most fishery activities in the Dutch Caribbean target reef fishes using hand lines or lobster pots, or large migratory pelagic species using hand lines (Dilrosun 2000, 2007, van Buurt 2001). The impact of these fisheries on food availability for cetaceans is likely very limited, primarily because of the small and artisanal nature of the local fisheries that represent a low total annual catch (van Buurt 2001; FAO 2016). For instance, baleen whales (with the exception of the humpback whale that does not feed in the area) in the Dutch Caribbean are typically associated with schools of engraulid and clupeid baitfish, which are practically only targeted by man as baitfish for large pelagics or for the Seaquarium (Couperus et al. 2014).

Data needs:
- Determine the occurrence of fisheries (type, location, intensity and species taken);
- Determine the occurrence of cetaceans (species, location, density, prey species).

2.3.2 Noise pollution

Marine mammal sound production and noise
The impact of sound on marine fauna will depend on the physical aspects of the sound and the biological properties of the species of concern. For the physical aspects a range of parameters are to be considered (type of sound, sound level, frequency bandwidth, the propagation loss as a function of bottom contours, temperature and salinity). As the Yarari north and south areas have different bottom contours it will be clear that the propagation of noise will have different trends in both regions.

Cetaceans rely on acoustics for spatial orientation, communication, mate attraction, foraging and predator avoidance (Richardson et al., 1995). They produce species specific vocalisations consisting of echo-location clicks and social related calls. Echo-location clicks are pulsed sounds of high intensity and frequency of short duration. The animal has the ability to adapt the sound characteristics (frequency, click interval, source level, pulse duration, etc.) to the conditions of background noise, distance to the target and characteristics of the target to obtain a most efficient performance (Richardson et al., 1995).

Marine mammal sounds may be interfered with or masked by anthropogenic noise and the characteristics of the noise may have an impact on the auditory senses and behavior of the animal. The responses may vary greatly – ranging from changes in behaviour, to displacement, an increase in stress or even to death – depending on the type, intensity and frequency of sound as well as the individual cetacean exposed (e.g. species, age, sex) (e.g. Weilgart 2007). Soutball et al. (2007) proposed exposure references for each auditory impact gradient and sorted marine mammals in categories of their frequency ranges, i.e. in low, mid and high frequency classes. The mid-frequency category proposed functional hearing range was based on an assessment 32 species and subspecies of “dolphins,” six species of larger toothed whales, and 19 species of beaked and bottlenose whales. “Functional” hearing in this group was estimated to occur at approximately 150 Hz and 160 kHz. For the Caribbean the low and mid frequency categories are relevant. Low frequency baleen and toothed whale species occurring in the Caribbean produce vocalisations in the range of 10 Hz to 31 kHz (Richardson et al., 1995). Dolphin species of the mid-frequency range occurring in the Caribbean produce vocalisations within 150 Hz to 160 kHz (Southall et al., 2007). In addition, impact gradients were defined for the two basic temporal structures continuous and impulsive noise/sound. For each of these gradients a reference threshold level was proposed to enable risk assessment per species and
sound type. Au et al. (2006) measured the vocalisations of a humpback in close range and reported varying Source Levels for units of a humpback song between 151 and 173 dB re 1 Pa²m². High-frequency harmonics extended beyond 24 kHz, suggesting that humpback whales may have an upper frequency limit of hearing as high as 24 kHz. Andre and Kamminga (2000) suggested that click sequences of sperm whales and dolphins present the identification code of individuals in its group and allows the groups to coordinate foraging activities. Wright & Walsh (2010) suggested that humpback songs communicate male fitness to female whales. The first results of a Maru recorder deployed at the north eastern shelf-edge of Saba bank showed multiple vocalisations of Humpback whales, Minke whale and fish. From February to April humpback whale song was recorded on more than 89 % of all recording days. Minke whale click trains were detected less frequently (Risch and de Haan, 2016) and are known to produce low-frequency pulse patterns in the range of 58 to 160 Hz (Risch et al. 2013).

The impact of anthropogenic noise may depend on the level and temporal changes against those of the vocalising marine mammal species. Both the interfering noise and vocalising marine mammals consist of impulsive and continuous temporal structures. The actual impact of anthropogenic noise on marine mammals highly depends on the nature of the sound and on the presence of a marine mammal in a certain area and the latter is often hard to explain or predict (Richardson et al. 1995). Information on the magnitude, sound frequency and position of anthropogenic noise sources against the positions and monitored behaviour of marine mammal is needed to enable impact assessment. For this purpose, long-term acoustic monitoring will be needed.

**Antropogenic noise in the Wider Caribbean**

The underwater background noise signature in the Yarari area will be a composition of natural ambient primary sources of wind and rain. These figures may not be as variable as in European waters, but a result of winds mainly from the east with average forces between 3 and 6 Bft, with incidental higher peaks of hurricanes in the autumn months. The spatial abundance of anthropogenic noise sources has the highest density in the vicinity of the Caribbean islands and will consist of a mixture of continuous type of noise and more incidental base impulsive type of noise generated by seismic instruments (airguns and sparkers), naval sonars and fish detection systems.

A broad impression of the overall background noise composition including noise sources can be achieved by using Wenz curves (Wenz 1962). The example based on Wenz curves shows the result of a broad spectrum of natural “ambient” noise referred as sea-state categories and anthropogenic noise sources (figure 18).
Shipping is a major contributor to anthropogenic noise given their large number, mobility and wide distribution and may have the most aversive effects on marine mammals (Richardson et al., 1995) and this will also be valid for the coastal zones of both Yarari areas. Other noise sources, which may cause significant impact are naval exercises with operations of low-frequency sonars and impulsive noise exposures of seismic research (University of Texas) as conducted off the coast of Bonaire in 2015.

1. Shipping noise
As shown in a spatial model for shipping intensity (Halpern et al. 2008) shipping in the Wider Caribbean is one of the main anthropogenic impact drivers with highest contribution along the shipping lanes of the Caribbean Isles. The shipping intensity map mainly consists of contributions of industrial liners and ferries with fixed cycles of repetition in a fixed lane, mainly between the inter-island lanes. An indication of the shipping traffic intensity in and around the Yarari Sanctuary is presented in Figure 19.

Leisure crafts are less fixed in temporal and spatial structure and may also produce higher frequency noise, such as produced by hydro jet driven propulsion systems. Last but not least the sound level production will depend on the maintenance of gearboxes which may add to pure tonal sounds when gear boxes are of lower quality or maintenance. The effects of disturbance by the presence of tourist boats was clearly shown in the behaviour of Indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) off the coast of Zanzibar (Christiansen et al. 2010). The research showed that foraging, resting and socialising all decreased as an effect of tourist boat presence, while travelling increased. The behavioural responses are likely to have energetic implications, mainly by increasing physical demands. Further, the results demonstrate that the current level of tourism intensity off the south
coast of Zanzibar affects the dolphins’ cumulative behavioural budget. Regulations on dolphin tourism were urgently recommended to minimise potential long-term negative effects on the dolphins.

Au & Perryman (1982), Janik and Thompson (1996), Constantine & Baker (1997), Nowacek et al. (2001), Van Parijs & Corkeron (2001), Lusseau (2003), Bejder et al. (2006), Stensland and Berggren (2007) confirmed disturbances by showing various behavioural changes in dolphins including changes in activity, speed, movement, diving behaviour, group formation and vocalisation. Bejder et al. (2006) suggested that some of these impacts may be long-term and life-threatening, both at the individual and population level.

![Figure 12 Shipping traffic intensity](source: Halpern et al. 2015)

2. **Naval sonar surveys**

   Shipping operations may involve continuous noise of high-speed propulsion and impulsive noise of low-frequency sonar systems of very high sound pressure. Military sonar transmissions were sometimes correlated, in specific conditions, with mass stranding events of (predominantly) several beaked whale species, including Cuvier’s (*Ziphius cavirostris*), Blainville’s (*Mesoplodon densirostris*), and Gervais’ (*Mesoplodon europaeus*) beaked whales (in Southall et al., 2007, see Evans & England, 2001; Fernández et al., 2005; Cox et al., 2006). Ainslie et al. (2009) reported for a range of LF Dutch navy sonars sound pressure levels of 217 to 227 dB re 1 μPa²m². On the operation of LF sonars recent mitigation measures were developed to exclude the possibility of odontocetes inside the exposed area prior to operation. Characteristics of military sonars are sparse and rarely published. Watkins et al., 1985 sperm whale behaviour in the southeast Caribbean and described a submarine sonar signal modulated between 3.25 and 8.4 kHz in pulses of 0.145 to 0.45 s period, fired in sequences of 4 to 20 pulses. Van Bree and Kristensen (1974) were the first to suggest that naval exercise-related marine noise might be a cause of mortality of cetaceans in the Dutch Caribbean while Mann et al. (2010) appear to have determined an instance of hearing loss as a potential cause of stranding of a pilot whale in Curaçao.

3. **Seismic surveys**

   Seismic surveys do occur around the Caribbean isles, with a most recent example being the survey conducted by the Texas university in November 2014 in the coastal waters around Bonaire. In this example 4 areas off the Bonaire coast were surveyed using a sparker seismic instrument with 700 Joule output. Questions arose on the permits of such a survey and if the rules in the Dutch North Sea
EEZ are also applicable in the EEZ of Dutch Caribbean waters. When executed within the 12 Nmi boundaries these surveys require a permit under the Dutch Maritime Management Act, which is administered by the ministry I&M, but permit requests are evaluated in cooperation with my ministry (EZ) for advice on any impacts on biodiversity. Given the local coastal conditions with steep bottom slopes impulsive sounds could have impact over much longer distance than the presently defined exclusion zone of 100 m and noise measurements during a seismic survey are recommended.

**AIS (Automatic Identification System) detections**

To weigh the impact of noise against the received position of vocalisations temporal information on shipping activities is a standard requirement for acoustic assessment. AIS raw data records will provide this information with momentary positions of vessels provided AIS transponders are installed (industrial vessels, ferries, liners and tankers). Shipping activity around the windward and leeward isles are tracked by AIS and Radar stations and facilitated by the Dutch Coastguard and data managed in The Netherlands by Saab Technologies BV. The current status is that AIS for windward isles depend on a single AIS station installed on top of Mnt Scenery, Saba, which has a detection range of approximately 160 km and fully covers windward Yarari. Leeward isles are provided with AIS and radar stations and have a detection range of respectively 140 and 50 km. As the most northern point of leeward Yarari is at 250 km distance from shore shipping activity in a significant area of leeward Yarari will not be detected and additional measures are required. AIS data of leeward Yarari are fused with radar data up to an estimated range of 50 km from leeward shores. As radar stations are not installed on windward isles fishing vessels and leisure crafts not equipped with AIS transponders will not be detected in windward Yarari. Shipping activity outside these boundaries will not be detected. An example of a 24 hour AIS data record made of Mnt Scenery (Figure 13) as example for the assessment of acoustic monitoring around Saba Bank in the winter of 2015/2016.

![Figure 13](example.png) *Example of 24 hours shipping (all categories) in the fall of 2015 taken from the raw AIS data from the Mnt Scenery AIS station.*

**Acoustic noise measurements**

Considering the amount of ship traffic moving through the northern sector of the Yarari Sanctuary, particularly the large number of large tankers visiting the island of St. Eustatius right adjacent to the sanctuary, noise pollution is certainly a factor to assess and follow. In many cases long-term background noise results are lacking calibration. A first step forward was made with background noise estimates from the records of a Marine Autonomous Recording Unit (MARU) pop-up logger deployed in the winter of 2011/2012 (Risch and de Haan 2016). The median sound pressure levels of background noise in the 10 to 1000 Hz 1/3 octave band peaked at 400 Hz with variations between 75 and 95 dB re 1μPa, indicating the contribution of vessel noise. Long-term background noise measurements were continued in the winter of 2015/2016 with the deployment of two AMAR-G3 recorders on two positions around Saba bank. In this configuration the bandwidth was increased from 8 kHz to 24 kHz to include vocalisations of dolphin species.
Data needs:
- Human activities in the Yarari Sanctuary and adjacent regions and the sounds they produce (e.g. shipping, military exercises, seismic exploration).
- Distribution (seasonal) maps of cetaceans in the Yarari Sanctuary to detect potential conflict
- If there is a potential problem, investigate mitigation options (e.g. regulations on timing and scope of sound production)

2.3.3 Collision

In most (reported) cases collisions between whales and vessels involve large whales, but all species can be affected. Large whales are often transported on the bulbous bow of large vessels and are only noted when the ship enters port. The cetaceans that are hit can be either injured or killed. Damage to the vessels has also been reported, as well as serious injury and fatalities to passengers. To quantify the occurrence of ship strikes one can use direct observations from vessels as well as the pathological examination of whale carcasses found floating at sea or stranded.

A joint IWC (International Whaling Commission) and SPAW/UNEP Workshop to address collisions between marine mammals and with a focus on the Wider Caribbean, was held in Gamboa (Panama, 18-20 June 2014). The resulting report (IWC 2014) reviewed current, relevant ship strike mitigation measures with experts from around the world, identified data gaps and information needs in the region, discussed management initiatives which are most likely to be effective in the region, and beyond, and recommended concrete actions for the IWC, UNEP-SPAW and member countries. The workshop reported that there are few (around 10) reports from the Wider Caribbean area listed in the IWC Ship Strikes Database from 1961-present (see https://iwc.int/ship-strikes). From 1991 to 2010 four ship strikes have been recorded for the Caribbean region, including Omura’s whale (1 Nov 2000, 100 km SW Bonaire Island), Sperm whale (18 January 2001, 20 nm off Puerto Rico), Bryde’s whale (11 January 2000, SW of Bonaire) and Pygmy Sperm Whale (30 October 1991, St. Croix Island, Virgin Islands). Some additional reports exist from Guadaloupe (five strikes) and potentially two further reports from the Dominican Republic. In April 2014 there was a ‘near miss’ documented by a survey vessel where a near collision of a humpback whale with a high-speed fishing vessel. The Workshop noted that small cetaceans are probably involved in collisions with smaller fishing boats, too, as many of the photographs of small cetaceans taken for photo-identification purposes within the region have propeller scars.

It is likely that the occurrence of ship strikes in the Caribbean region is highly underreported. Nevertheless, high-speed vessels are largely concentrated in the nearshore zone on the lee side of the islands. The species most at risk can be expected to be dolphins. In fact Luksenburg (2014) found high incidences of external injury in small coastal cetaceans in Aruban waters.

Data needs:
- Shipping activities in the area to highlight potential overlap of shipping and cetacean occurrence
- Pathological examination of animals stranded or found drifting at sea
- Photo-identification of animals to document scars from ship strikes (e.g. propeller strikes)

2.3.4 Marine debris

Marine debris (also called marine litter) consists of many different types, ranging from glass, metal, plastics and wood to abandoned or lost fishing gear. Because a lot of the litter is synthetic it can stay in the ecosystem for a long time. Marine litter is often split up in macro-debris (generally anything over 5mm in size) and micro-debris (under 5mm in size). Macro-debris includes abandoned, lost or discarded fishing gear which, while not “active”, can still catch cetaceans.

A recent review by Baulch and Perry (2014a, b) found that ingestion of marine (macro)debris has been documented in 48 cetacean species. The dominant type of debris ingested is plastics (Baulch and
Perry 2014a; 2014b). For the Dutch Caribbean, ingestion of anthropogenic debris has so far only been documented in two stranded beaked-whale specimens (Debrot et al. 1998, 2011a). There is still uncertainty on the potential scope of lethal and sub-lethal effects. In terms of microplastics, ingestion has now been demonstrated in many marine species, including plankton, fish, and Mediterranean fin whales (e.g. Fossi et al. 2012). The physiological and toxicological effects of microplastic ingestion for cetaceans remain poorly understood. Marine debris from nets or traps can also be cause of entanglement or bycatch for cetaceans.

Data needs:

- Investigation of marine debris occurrence at sea
- Investigation of the occurrence of beached and/or submerged marine debris
- Pathological investigation of cetaceans with regard to marine debris (adjusted protocol)
- Investigation on the compliance with international laws on dumping garbage at sea

Recent surveys of both beached (Debrot et al. 1999, 2013b, c) and submerged marine litter (Nagelkerken et al. 2001, Debrot et al. 2014) highlight that the litter issue is very severe in the Dutch Caribbean. Most litter floats in from elsewhere which stresses the need to address the problem internationally in regional context. Even though the density of litter is unquestionably high compared to many other sea areas, the ingestion of debris by cetaceans may be still be limited and its effect also. Nevertheless, (and not only for marine mammals) it is a priority for the islands is to participate actively in the regional marine litter action plan (UNEP 2008).

2.3.5 Contaminants

Contaminants can come from a number of different sources, such as: sewage, industrial discharges, agricultural and mining return flows, atmosphere pollutants, waste from ships (including tank cleaning), oil spills, discharge of ballast water, dumping at sea, and offshore exploration. Because cetaceans are at the top of the marine food chain, they have long life spans and because of their long biological half-time of eliminating pollutants they can accumulate high levels of most type of contaminants (e.g. Salata et al. 1995). This is also the case in the eastern Caribbean (Gaskin et al. 1974). The range and number of contaminants in the marine environment that could potentially harm cetaceans is too large to address here. However, we highlight a few components that could be of particular importance.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are primarily found in combustion products like oil and coal, and produced as a by-product of burning. Oil spills could increase the exposure of PAHs in cetacean habitats and populations. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) are a persistent contaminant of air, soil and water, that have a very high affinity for fat. They do not break down easily in the environment so although they are no longer produced or used, they still pose a potential health problem for some cetacean species (e.g. Jepson et al. 2016). There is a large body of evidence available that PCBs can impact immunity, thyroid health, skeletal integrity and reproductive hormones. Preliminary analyses suggest very high levels of PCB contamination may be present in reef fish in Curaçao (G. van Buurt, pers. comm. to A. Debrot), and may also represent a problem for human or cetacean consumption of such fish.

Chemicals of Emerging Concern (CECs) include new chemicals that are emerging in marine and coastal environments, such as halogenated flame retardants, perfluorinated compounds, current use pesticides, hormones, pharmaceuticals and nanomaterials (e.g. Yan et al. 2010). Heavy metals such as cadmium, lead, zink, copper, iron, nickel or chromium are known to have toxic effects and to accumulate in cetacean tissues. For many of these components it is difficult to obtain a direct line of evidence between the amount of contaminants found in cetaceans and the effects they might have on their health. However, because cetaceans are at the end of the food chain, chemical pollutants accumulate in their tissues in high concentrations. Several recent studies have found direct effects on reproductive failure due to high contaminant levels (e.g. Murphy et al. 2015).

Some information on oil contamination is available. In both sectors of the Dutch Caribbean there are oil transhipment facilities. On Bonaire various petroleum products are bunkered at BOPEC and on St
Eustatius at NUSTAR. For instance, there were major oil spills in 2002 (Tanker Paulina) and in 2009 (Tanker Vallombrossa) at St Eustatius. Both of these facilities as well as those on the islands of Curaçao and Aruba generate regular small spills. These islands and shores experience differing levels of chronic and or major spills (Meesters et al. 2010, Klok et al. 2011, Slijkerman et al. 2011). The shores of the Dutch Caribbean islands are variously contaminated with tar (Debrot et al. 1995; Debrot et al. 2013a) and this has a marked effect on rocky shore fauna (Nagelkerken and Debrot 1995). Nevertheless, in Curaçao the flesh of fish from the vicinity of the harbour of Willemstad smells strongly of petroleum even after cooking (Debrot personal obs.). To what extent the contamination has entered the food chain and is impacting cetaceans in a chronic way remains completely unknown. Because marine mammals have mixed function oxidase enzyme systems necessary for detoxification and elimination of petroleum hydrocarbons, these compounds are not highly accumulated and sequestered in tissues as occurs with chlorinated hydrocarbons (Fair et al. 2010). PAHs were measured in blubber biopsy samples collected from wild bottlenose dolphins during 2003–2005 from two south-eastern US estuarine areas in South Carolina and Florida. PAHs detected in blubber of dolphins were similar to those found in whales in the northwest Atlantic and harbour porpoises from UK waters (Fair et al. 2010).

An indication of the level of pollution in and around the Yarari Sanctuary is presented in Figure 14.

![Figure 14 Ocean pollution (source: Halpern et al. 2015).](image)

Data needs:
- Information on the frequency and scope of oil contamination in the waters;
- Information on contaminant levels in the marine ecosystem, including water, plankton, fish and cetaceans;
- Inclusion of contaminant investigations during pathological examination of stranded cetaceans;
- Biopsy sampling of cetaceans to investigate contaminant levels;
- Investigate what kind of risk assessment framework is applicable in case of an oil spill.
2.3.6 Habitat degradation

Marine & coastal construction
Most marine mammals present in the Yarari are not common in the nearshore environment. Therefore they are not likely to be strongly affected by the degradation of nearshore habitats. The only exception to this rule would be the West-Indian manatee. Adequate habitat for this species at one time likely existed in both sectors of the Dutch Caribbean but it has been seriously degraded. However, this pertains only to the coastal lagoons and protected bays around St. Maarten, an island which is not yet a participant in the Yarari Sanctuary initiative. Saba, the Saba Bank and St. Eustatius likely never possessed a significant amount of habitat for the manatee.

Anchoring
Anchoring can cause the destruction of coral reefs, seagrass beds & other habitat for prey. For instance anchoring by large ships is a recognized problem in St Eustatius (White and Esteban 2007). However, it is not at all clear how this might impact cetaceans.

2.3.7 Whale & dolphin watching

Whale & dolphin watching most commonly involves observing cetaceans from land, water or air. Whale watching is a fast growing industry in the Caribbean (Vail 2005, Hoyt and Hyenegaard 2002). In some countries there are also touristic activities available which allow people to swim with, touch, or feed wild cetaceans (e.g. Bejder & Samuels 2006).

Observations from vessels or during flights can have a potential impact on individuals, populations or the habitat of cetaceans. Some potential impacts of designated whale & dolphin watching include behavioral changes (e.g. increase in speed, changing from resting to travelling), displacement (e.g. leaving a habitat), changes in reproductive success as well as death (e.g. by collision).

Worldwide whale-watching is a large and very successful business globally. The IWC has pulled together the different national guidelines and regulations for whale watching and have formulated this into a “best practice” document (https://iwc.int/wwguidelines). The advice includes limits on vessel numbers, speeds, approach distances and time spent with whales, and a variety of training and permit schemes. A guideline for how to conduct whale and dolphin watching has also been agreed on during the Regional Workshop on Marine Mammal Watching in the Wider Caribbean Region held in Panama City, Panama (19-22 October; UNEP-CEP 2011a, b,c). For the northern Yarari area there are no tour operators at this moment that are only focusing on whales & dolphins.

Data needs:
- Overview of all tour operators that include whales & dolphins in their advertisement or program or have had encounters with cetaceans
- Discussion and agreement on guidelines or regulations on how to conduce whale watching
- Training of tour operators that are going to be engaged in whale watching activity
- Monitoring of whale and dolphin populations that are suspect to whale watching activity

2.3.8 Climate change

In their review, Debrot and Bugter (2010) conclude that key changes in climate expected this century for the Dutch Caribbean include increases in air and sea surface temperature, an increase in sea level and ocean acidity, an increase in the frequency and intensity of storms and hurricanes general acidification and greater overall unpredictability in weather. The consequences for marine biodiversity are predicted to be far-reaching. The principal effects will likely include further losses to the coral reef systems, erosion of coasts and beaches, increases in various disease vectors, changes in ocean currents, fish recruitment and migration, and a stronger foothold for marine invasive species. The potential impacts on cetaceans were not discussed.

Not surprisingly, the most definitive predictions and available case studies on the climate change impacts on cetaceans are available for arctic and Antarctic settings for which the consequences of
climate change also appear to be most certain. For tropical settings, predictions are much more difficult. Nevertheless a few hypotheses appear justified.

In tropical areas marine mammals coastal marine mammals will likely have to deal with increased thermal stress, more frequent cases of toxic algal blooms and reduced freshwater flows which will tend to concentrate environmental contaminants from land in coastal and estuarine areas (IWC 2010). Marine mammals already carry high levels of environmental toxicants in their blubber and this may also interact in adverse ways with thermal stress (IWC 2010). To this list of predicted challenges, for the Caribbean we can add the observation that food supplies in the Caribbean are to a large extent result of wind-induced upwelling (Sturm 1991). Any changes to wind patterns or intensity will likely impact food availability and hence impinge upon cetacean population dynamics. Reyer et al. (2015) predict declines in Caribbean fishery potential of between 15 to 50% but do not discuss potential implications for nature or marine mammals.

For marine mammals faced with large environmental change there are three basic responses at the population level: 1) redistribute to avoid the changes, 2) adapt to changes, 3) go extinct (IWC 2010). IWC (2010) has developed a series of working hypotheses relating to key expected climatic stressors for small cetaceans which dominate the fauna of the Dutch Caribbean.

The working hypotheses from the IWC workshop (2010) are as follows;
- Cetaceans will redistribute to avoid thermal stress
- Changes in ecosystem productivity due to increased thermal stress will cause cetaceans to redistribute based on food needs
- Species in restricted habitats (such as estuarine settings, e.g. manatee) will experience the most severe consequences including health stressors
- Changes in hydrology will have consequences for freshwater and estuarine species
- Freshwater and estuarine species will be most sensitive to sea level rise and habitat for obligate freshwater species will be reduced
- Loss of vulnerable supporting habitat to cetaceans and their prey will impact coastal and estuarine species the most

To this we add:
- Changes in meteorology will disrupt seasonal upwelling (in both intensity and periodicity) and surface currents that are critical determinants of food abundance for all cetacean, whether principally epipelagic or mesopelagic in trophic requirements.

Data needs (mainly relevant within the context of the Wider Caribbean region):
- Sea surface temperature monitoring
- Monitoring of water movement patterns
- Measures of primary productivity
- Monitoring cetacean abundance and migration patterns

2.3.9 Cumulative effects

As outlined in the above sections, human activities introduce numerous threats and pressures into the marine environment that can impact cetaceans. It is already very difficult, if not impossible, to determine any direct link between a human activity ("pressure") and its effect on an individual animal or a population. To complicate matters, there is never only one factor to look at - in most cases there are different ones that can influence each other. The relative importance of one pressure can change if the effect is combined with other pressures - meaning it could be more, or less than the sum of the individual pressures. For example, the displacement of animals due to a noise source could be negative locally, but could also lead to the colonization of a new habitat which could have more or less other pressures (e.g. bycatch). Similarly, a high level of contaminants might not lead to a reduced immune response until some additional stressor is added.
Wright and Kyhn (2015) provide some guidelines on how to manage human activities in a particular area in a way that is reducing the chance for negative effects. One advice they give is the use of Zero-Sum Management. This means that one considers the current level of impact from human activities as the maximum allowable, thus requiring a reduction of impacts before additional activities can be permitted. This approach should not prevent efforts to reduce overall impacts, but it does provide a clear framework when considering additional human activities in an area, even if the current or potentially future impact is not known.

Data needs:
For the Yarari Sanctuary it is important to consider the potential impact of cumulative effects. However, at this point, the priority should be to obtain reliable baseline data on how the area is used by cetaceans and humans.

2.4 Knowledge gaps

The fact that human activities can be detrimental to marine mammals is well known. However, it is still challenging to determine if any specific activity or an accumulation of activities is a problem for a (local) population. In the following we are providing an overview of the most likely activities that might cause a problem in the Yarari Sanctuary. We are also giving a priority ranking to which activities most likely will have the strongest impact and where research efforts should be directed at. This should be interpreted carefully as some of the basic information that would be needed to quantitatively assess any impact is not available. For example, it could well be that resident dolphin populations occur in the area. Resident animals that are spending all year in the Yarari waters would be more impacted by a local contamination of prey. Similarly, although we know that worldwide bycatch and entanglement is the leading cause of death for cetaceans, there has been no indications this is the case in the study area. This of course does not mean it does not occur, but until more information is available, we are assuming that this is an activity posing a low risk.
### Table 4 Overview of human-caused pressures on cetaceans in the Yarari Sanctuary, the current knowledge on the occurrence & the anticipated scale of impact as well as mitigation options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure in Yarari</th>
<th>Knowledge / data needs / impact / mitigation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contaminants – oil spills</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Some data available on occurrence of oil contamination. Some indications of high contaminant levels in local prey. In particular resident species that feed on local prey could be impacted in their health, e.g. reproductive success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Insufficient data on contaminant levels in cetaceans and their prey in the area available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Likely high.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>Prevent any contamination, e.g. through oil spills in the sanctuary or close to it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Limited data on sound sources such as shipping and seismic activities. Limited data on cetacean occurrence to determine a spatial overlap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Where and when does an overlap of sound production &amp; cetaceans occur.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Unknown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>Prohibit any activities known to cause loud noises that are harmful to marine mammals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision – ship strike</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Some ship strike events are documented in the Wider Caribbean. Reporting most likely incomplete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Spatial data on shipping activities and (large) cetacean occurrence lacking.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Likely low.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>If there is any potential overlap of shipping routes and whale occurrence and evidence of ship strike, mitigation options include changing of shipping lanes, warning systems and/or lowering shipping speed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishery entanglement or bycatch</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>No records of entanglements or bycatches. Low fishery activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Spatial data lacking for fishing activities and cetacean occurrence. Lack of pathological data from stranded animals or photographic documentation of injuries due to fishery activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Likely low.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>If there is bycatch occurring, a number of mitigation options exist, e.g. gear adaptation, acoustic deterrents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine debris</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>There is a locally high occurrence of marine debris. Current assumption is that cetaceans most impacted by (macro) marine debris are deep diving cetaceans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Lack of pathological investigation on marine debris in stranded cetaceans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Likely low.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>Main origin or marine debris from outside the Yarari Sanctuary. Within the sanctuary, reduce marine debris from landfills (e.g. Saba) or from vessels discarding trash at sea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whale &amp; dolphin watching</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Currently no directed activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Limited data on compliance with guidelines when interactions happen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Likely very low.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>Ensure that existing or future whale and dolphin watching operation adhere to a standard protocol.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Very little. Any changes will impact the distribution of prey and with that the distribution of cetaceans. Cetaceans that are linked to a specific habitat will most likely be impacted most. Most species will adapt by changing their distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Information on baseline data (e.g. oceanographic measurements on temperature, productivity) and changes thereof.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Unknown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>No options within the Sanctuary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative effects</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Very little knowledge available, both for the sanctuary or worldwide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data needs</td>
<td>Data needed on human activities that might cause a threat and the occurrence of cetaceans spatially &amp; temporally. Need for modelling of impacts of the different threats when combined (e.g. individual based models).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current impact</td>
<td>Unknown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>Mitigating the single effects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Summary assessment of threats

2.5.1 Analysis of current and future potential threats

Not surprisingly, our assessment of main threats suggests that the Yarari Sanctuary contrasts in important ways with its sister sanctuaries. In ways that should not only have consequences for specific objectives but also in terms of research needs and measures for protection. For instance, Stellwagen Bank, (an important feeding area for humpback whales situated off the north-east coast of the USA, see section 3.1.2) due to its seasonal high productivity, has a combination of high density of cetaceans and fishing activity. Consequently, collision, entanglement and disturbance impacts are high in the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary. Therefore, management activities inside the sanctuary are principally geared to addressing these three matters.

Similarly, the Marine Mammal Sanctuary of Bermuda (see section 3.1.3) is very large and has expansive commercial fishing. It is also in an area of relatively high traffic. Collisions and disturbance levels are a recognized main problems. The Santuario de Mamíferos Marinos de la República Dominicana (see section 3.1.4) has significant commercial fishing activity and a high density of whale watching. Also the Agoa sanctuary (see section 3.1.1) is threatened by significant human activities such as tourism, fishing, agriculture and industry. In contrast to these sanctuary areas, at present, the Yarari Sanctuary has much less human activity. It currently has no pelagic fishery taking place within it. Demersal fishing is very limited in number of boats (max 10 vessels), deployed gear and total biomass impact. There is also probably a negligible overlap in target species between fishing and the species used by whales as prey. In addition, there is no directed whale watching so impacts on the local population is probably minimal. In general the sanctuary is in a low-vessel traffic area and a large part is even completely off-limits to large vessel traffic and anchoring (PSSA status).

There is some indication that local contamination due to oil spills takes place, but it is not clear in what way this impacts the prey species or the cetaceans in the area. Also, marine debris has been found to be prevalent in the Yarari area. Most of it is probably originating from outside the sanctuary, but landfills close to water and fishery activity have been identified to be a major source of marine debris. An analyses of the marine debris could shed some light on possible mitigation actions for the Sanctuary. The impact of noise is well documented for cetaceans, however, for the Yarari Sanctuary baseline data on what kind of noise is produced and what species of cetaceans would be affected is still lacking, making it difficult to adequately assess the impact of this potential threat at this point in time. In general, the lack of data on how marine mammals use the Yarari Sanctuary – both in space and time – makes it difficult to adequately assess the risk of any current of future activity. As highly migratory species cetaceans are subject to human activities and the potential threats they pose throughout their range. Many of the threats are present on a much larger scale outside the sanctuary and could have a large impact on the cetaceans occurring locally in the Yarari Sanctuary. Thus, human caused threats are part of a regional as well as global problem and they should both be studied and addressed as such. This underscores the importance of international cooperation for cetacean conservation at all levels.

It is likely that human pressures to exploit and use the waters of Yarari for various purposes will grow in the future. This means that the present time offers an opportunity to implement legal instruments to address and exclude potential and anticipated problems before they become controversial and before they can form become a problem in the future. For instance, one industry that has been growing very rapidly throughout the Caribbean is whale watching (Hoyt and Hyenggaard 2002, Vail 2005). It is critical to design and implement proper legislation to guide this development from the onset. Developing and installing such legislation might be considered a priority activity for Yarari Sanctuary for the first 5-year period.

Another example comes from the fact that the Dutch Caribbean EEZ at present has no international pelagic offshore fishery (ie no trawling, no long-lining and no purse-seining) due to a moratorium invoked based on the premise of overfishing. No permits have recently been issued for Dutch Caribbean waters (S. mambi, pers. comm. to A. Debrot). However, such fishing activity cannot be excluded in the future. Therefore, even though not a problem at the present time inside Yarari, it
would still be highly opportune to upgrade the current deficient fisheries legislation to exclude deleterious fishing practices for the future.

Based on our analysis of current and future potential threats, we can recommend several legal and regional goals and initiatives with which to upgrade and reinforce Yarari marine mammal conservation. In addition our analysis allows the identification of several research priorities.

2.5.2 Recommendations on threats to address

- Upgrade fishery gear restrictions and legislation and continue enforcement inside Yarari
- Install whale watching guidelines and legislation
- Install procedures and guidelines to regulate and limit anthropogenic sound inside Yarari
- Expand the Yarari Sanctuary to include other EEZ zones of the Dutch Caribbean
- Participate in regional efforts to address pollution and study contaminant levels in local fish stocks
- Participate in regional efforts to address direct and indirect fishing mortality

2.5.3 Recommendations on key research and monitoring

- Monitor fishery activity, ship traffic and as well as potential interaction inside Yarari
- Monitor cetacean distribution and abundance inside the Yarari Sanctuary at different times of the year
- Monitor background noise levels inside Yarari
- Determine contaminant loads of the cetaceans inside Yarari and their prey species
- Determine the source of marine debris found in the sanctuary
3 Management insights from marine mammal sister sanctuaries

3.1 Introduction

Because as a rule cetaceans are strongly transboundary species, typically migrating hundreds or even thousands of kilometres each year to fulfil their lifecycle requirements, coherent and complementary management throughout their migratory range is important. To this end, it is of great value to align management priorities for the Yarari Sanctuary to those of other sanctuaries in the region. In this chapter a management overview of the four most relevant sister sanctuaries will be provided to assess some constraints and needs to effective sanctuary implementation and help with an initial scoping of management priorities for Yarari (see chapter 5). This will contribute to strategic alignment of management priorities and goals for the species of concern throughout their larger habitat, and help maximise the protection of transboundary populations of marine mammals. The need for an international, regional approach has also been acknowledged by other sanctuaries, e.g. Agoa (Agence des aires marines protégées) 2014.

There are several marine mammals conservation and management sites in the surrounding area of the Caribbean Sea and in the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 15, Table 5). The geographic boundaries of the areas are presented in Figure 16. Besides Yarari (the non-contiguous EEZs of Dutch Caribbean islands Bonaire and Saba), these are: Stellwagen (USA), Bermuda Marine Mammal Sanctuary (Bermuda), Bancos de la Plata y de la Navidad (Dominican Republic) and Agoa (around the French Antillean islands of Guadeloupe, Martinique and Saint Martin). These sanctuaries will be described in this section, specifically focussed on (priorities of) management.
Figure 15 Map of marine mammal sanctuaries in the Caribbean and surrounding area (http://www.caribtails.org/conservation.html).

Table 5 Overview of marine mammal sanctuaries in the proximity of the Yarari Sanctuary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agoa</th>
<th>Stellwagen</th>
<th>Bermuda</th>
<th>Dominican Republic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protected species/habitats</strong></td>
<td>Marine mammals</td>
<td>Habits and species (lobster, fish, marine mammals, birds)</td>
<td>Marine mammals</td>
<td>Marine mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legislation</strong></td>
<td>A Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW) protected area under the Cartagena Convention</td>
<td>The National Marine Sanctuaries Act</td>
<td>Issued under the 1972 Fisheries Act (1972:76)</td>
<td>The Sectoral Law on Protected Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authorities</strong></td>
<td>French Marine Protected Areas Agency (Agence des aires marines protégées)</td>
<td>Office of National Marine Sanctuaries, part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)</td>
<td>The government of Bermuda</td>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area size</strong></td>
<td>143,256 km²</td>
<td>2,180 km²</td>
<td>464,993 km²</td>
<td>Appr. 50,000 km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nearest distance to Northern part of Yarari</strong></td>
<td>0 km (sector around St. Martin)</td>
<td>125 km (sector around Guadeloupe and Martinique)</td>
<td>2750 km</td>
<td>1200 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth</strong></td>
<td>Up to 4000 m</td>
<td>20 - &gt;200 m</td>
<td>50 - 2500 m</td>
<td>0 - 4263 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zones/habitat</strong></td>
<td>Intertidal habitat, continental shelf (average depth 200m), continental slope (depth up to 1100m), abyssal plain (depth generally 4000m)</td>
<td>Open ocean and submerged shallow benthic bank. Sediments of gravel, sand and mud</td>
<td>Submerged seamounts (50-2500m depth), reefs and seagrass beds</td>
<td>A variety of habitats (ocean waters, coral reefs, seagrasses), related mainly with depth, current and substrate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Sanctuaries

3.2.1 AGOA Sanctuary

AGOA Sanctuary is located in the eastern Caribbean Sea (Figure 16). It has been designated in 2012 as a Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW) protected area under the Cartagena Convention. It compasses two sectors with a total area of 143,256 km² and lies 0 (St. Martin sector) to 125 km (Guadeloupe and Martinique) from Yarari (Fig 17; see also Table 5). It includes intertidal habitat, continental shelf (average depth 200m), continental slope (depth up to 1100m) and abyssal plain (depth generally 4000m).

The sanctuary is designed to ensure the conservation of marine mammals in waters under French sovereignty and jurisdiction in the French West Indies. These include the territorial waters and Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ’s) surrounding Martinique, Guadeloupe and its dependencies of Marie Galante, the Saints Archipelago, la Desirade, Petite Terre, as well as those of St. Barthelemy and St. Martin (Agence des aires marines protégées 2014).
Figure 17 Map of the Agoa sanctuary, which corresponds to the entire surface area of the French West Indies Exclusive economic zone (EEZ) (Agence des aires marines protégées 2014).

Area importance
The Caribbean Sea is a special habitat for feeding, reproduction and migration of marine mammals. Twenty-four species have been identified in the French Antilles waters (Table 6; Agence des aires marines protégées 2012 & 2014).

The area consists of several zones (UNEP 2012):
- The intertidal habitats are rarely frequented by whales but they are very important because they provide breeding areas for fish and other prey.
- The continental shelf slopes gently from the shore at an average depth of 200 meters and is a rich food source for whales and other predators.
- The continental slope or bathyal zone which descends more abruptly ends at a depth of about 1100 meters or more and is frequented by some marine mammals like the sperm whale.
- The abyssal plain is itself extremely flat and occupies over 40% of sea area. Its depth varies by region but is generally 4000 meters.
One remark is worth noting regarding the above listing of the West-Indian manatee, as no longer present in the French Caribbean AGOA area. Debrot et al. (2006) list recent records of manatee vagrancy for both Curacao and St. Maarten. So while the actual occurrence of the species in Agoa is undoubtedly very low, scattered records can still be expected for animals straying east from their current area of concentration around Puerto Rico and other islands of the Greater Antilles. At present efforts are underway by Guadeloupe National Park (the LIFE SIRENIA project; http://www.guadeloupe-parcnational.fr/?Projet-LIFE-SIRENIA), to reintroduce the species to Guadeloupe, which formerly was an important historic area of occurrence in the lesser Antilles (Richard 2001).

### Governance

Agoa is governed by a management board which has 53 members, representing the diversity of the islands of Guadeloupe, Martinique, Saint-Martin and Saint-Barthélemy. It consists of coastal and marine stakeholders from various sectors and interest groups: local officials, professional fishermen, leisure users, the tourist sector, environmental protection societies, experts and Government services (Agence des aires marines protégées 2014). The management board defines the sanctuary’s policy: management plan, programme of action, and monitoring and assessment. It prepares proposals for the competent government authorities concerning the supervision or regulation of activities which could negatively impact marine mammals.

### Pressures

Several environmental pressures and risks have been identified as relevant to the marine mammals of Agoa (Agence des aires marines protégées 2014):

- **Collision risks**
  - Shipping and boating can cause collisions.
• Environmental pollution
  Bio-accumulation of contaminants takes place in the food chain and causes a high level of contamination in cetaceans due to their position as top predators.

• Disturbance
  The activity of "whale watching" can be a source of disturbance to cetaceans and must be done respectfully to ensure their tranquillity.

• Noise
  Military manoeuvres and submarine construction generate noise disturbance, as does marine traffic. This sound pollution is detrimental to cetaceans’ orientation and communication and can sometimes lead to stranding.

• Incidental catches
  Fishing can be a source of incidental catches of small and large cetaceans, which, although not always fatal, considerably reduce the animals’ capacities and vitality.

• Marine litter
  Waste can hamper the animals or even be ingested (causing asphyxia, blockage, etc.).

To manage or reduce sources of pressure, Agoa develops awareness programs and coordinates stakeholder initiatives; its management board may also recommend the implementation of regulatory measures (Agence des aires marines protégées 2014). There are two permanent staff members for the management of the Agoa sanctuary and there is additional support from the staff (about 4 people working on the sanctuary issues) of the French Marine Protected Areas Agency (UNEP 2012). The annual budget from the French Marine Protected Areas Agency (operating costs) and SPAW-RAC (scientific mission) is 400,000 USD (UNEP 2012).

**Aim and actions**
The Agoa sanctuary aims to ensure good marine mammal conservation by protecting both the mammals and their habitats from the direct or indirect, potential or proven, adverse impacts of human activities. Management action is guided by five principles set out in the declaration establishing the sanctuary (Agence des aires marines protégées 2014):

1. **Protect**
   Restrict negative interactions between human activities (direct or indirect, potential or known) and marine mammals and find innovative ways of limiting the impact these activities have (Declaration § 5 & 6).

2. **Understand**
   Enhance knowledge of marine mammal populations and their habitats and of potential or known human induced pressures and threats facing these species (Declaration § 7).

3. **Share**
   Disseminate knowledge (information, awareness arising, education) and promote the Agoa sanctuary, marine mammals and the marine environment in general (Declaration § 8).

4. **Inform**
   Implement the resources required to monitor the sanctuary within the framework of pooling State resources. (Declaration § 9).

5. **Cooperate**
   Cooperate with the other States in the Caribbean and particularly with the Parties to the Cartagena Convention and its Protocol on Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW) as well as States sharing transboundary marine mammal populations, to foster the introduction of conservation and management measures that are coherent with those of the Agoa sanctuary (Declaration § 12).

**3.2.2 Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary**
The Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary stretches between Cape Ann and Cape Cod at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay in the southwestern corner of the Gulf of Maine (Figure 18). The sanctuary protects 842 square miles (638 square nautical miles or 2181 km²) of open ocean. It lies 2750 km from Yarari. The sanctuary contains three basic physical habitat types: gravel, sand and mud with the following coverage: 34%, 28% and 38%, respectively. It has depths that range from 20 to greater than 200 m (NOAA 2010).
Area importance
The sanctuary protects both open ocean and submerged shallow (20-40 m) benthic bank habitat, including the living and non-living resources within those waters. Water depths over and around the bank range from 20 m to more than 180 m (National Marine Sanctuary Program 2006). For many of the marine mammal species, waters of the sanctuary serve as primary habitat for critical activities that include feeding and nursing.

Stellwagen Bank is a rich and productive fishing ground, particularly for groundfish species like cod, haddock and flounder, but also Atlantic bluefin tuna, large sharks, and large schools of herring. The area is well known as a whale watching destination. Humpback whales have a long seasonal residence.
in the sanctuary. In addition to humpbacks, fin whales, minke whales, white-sided dolphins and harbour porpoises are commonly seen. North Atlantic right whales are less frequently encountered, owing both to their critically endangered population status (i.e., fewer right whales overall to frequent the sanctuary), to the shorter period of residence within the sanctuary (generally late winter or early spring to approximately July) and regulations restricting vessel approach (NOAA 2010). In total 22 species of marine mammals have been sighted in the Stellwagen Bank sanctuary (Table 7). New research indicates that minke whales might migrate from this area to the Caribbean (see Chapter 2). For humpback whales migration routes have been documented for the Caribbean and Stellwagen Bank (Katona and Beard 1990), but not specifically for Yarari.

Local availability of sand lance, the main food source of humpback and fin whales, attracts the whales to the sanctuary (NOAA 2010). Sand lance numbers in the sanctuary are the highest and most concentrated anywhere in the southern Gulf of Maine, and the sanctuary is in an area of high relative abundance of herring. Accordingly, the sanctuary is one of the most intensively used whale habitats in the northeast continental region of the U.S. (NOAA 2010).

Table 7 List of 22 species of marine mammals sighted in the Stellwagen Bank sanctuary (NOAA, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baleen Whales</td>
<td>Blue whale</td>
<td>Balaenoptera musculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mysticetes)</td>
<td>Fin or Finback whale</td>
<td>Balaenoptera physalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=6)</td>
<td>Humpback whale</td>
<td>Megaptera novaeangliae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sei whale</td>
<td>Balaenoptera borealis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minke whale</td>
<td>Balaenoptera acutorostrata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Atlantic right whale</td>
<td>Eubalaena glacialis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toothed Whales</td>
<td>Sperm whale</td>
<td>Physeter macrocephalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Odontocetes)</td>
<td>Long-finned Pilot whale</td>
<td>Globicephala melaina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=11)</td>
<td>Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin</td>
<td>Lagenorhynchus acutus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White-Beaked Dolphin</td>
<td>Lagenorhynchus albirostris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harbor Porpoise</td>
<td>Phocoena sp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bottlenose Dolphin</td>
<td>Tursiops truncatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Dolphin</td>
<td>Delphinus delphis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Striped Dolphin</td>
<td>Stenella coeruleoalba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grampus (Risso's) Dolphin</td>
<td>Grampus griseus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Killer whale or Orca</td>
<td>Orcinus orca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beluga</td>
<td>Delphinus leucas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seals</td>
<td>Harbor Seal</td>
<td>Phoca vitulina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pinnipeds) n=5</td>
<td>Gray Seal</td>
<td>Halichoerus grypus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harp Seal</td>
<td>Pagophilus groenlandica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hooded Seal</td>
<td>Cystophora cristata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ringed Seal</td>
<td>Pusa hispida</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Governance

The Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary is one of 13 sites managed under the National Marine Sanctuary Program, located within the National Ocean Service of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The sanctuary is managed by a sanctuary superintendent, and supported by sanctuary staff. The sanctuary superintendent oversees site-specific management functions, including revision and implementation of the management plan (NOAA 2010). The superintendent designates responsibility for implementing specific programs or projects, establishes
the administrative framework to ensure all resource management activities are coordinated, and maintains and manages an appropriate infrastructure to adequately support site operations. The superintendent reports to the Regional Superintendent for the Northeast and Great Lakes Region of the Office of National Marine Sanctuaries (ONMS). Basic staffing supports program activities in different areas and has knowledge and expertise in policy, marine resource management, education and outreach, scientific research and monitoring, maritime heritage resources, geographic information systems (GIS), information technology, program development and office administration. In 2010 there were seven full-time staff, four of whom were federal employees and three were contract employees. Five other contract employees were part-time status. There also was one post-doctoral fellow working with the sanctuary (NOAA 2010). This means in total eight full-time and five part-time employees. The sanctuary is part of an international collaboration for protection of the humpback whale (see section "the Sister Sanctuary Program").

Pressures
The sanctuary is a high-use area for commercial and recreational vessel traffic that can cause disturbance to or collide with whales, and major commercial fisheries in the sanctuary are identified entanglement risks. Several pressures and their sources are identified for the Stellwagen sanctuary (NOAA, 2010). Here, the pressures of concern for marine mammals are listed:

- **Fishing**
  - Commercial fishing of herring, representing potential human food competition is a concern in the area. The availability of herring, particularly as a functional prey substitute for sand lance, may be a factor in determining the local abundance of whales, dolphins and other wildlife in the sanctuary.
  
- **Fishing gear entanglement observations are relatively high in the Stellwagen area.**

- **Vessel traffic**
  - Approximately 10% of the vessel/whale collisions recorded world-wide were reported from the sanctuary area including Cape Cod Bay and Boston Harbor. Species struck included fin, humpback, sei, minke and North Atlantic right whale.
  
- **Commercial and recreational vessel traffic can cause disturbance to whales (whale watch season is from May to September).**

Aim and actions
The sanctuary’s mission is to conserve, protect and enhance the biological diversity, ecological integrity and cultural legacy of the sanctuary while facilitating uses that are compatible with the primary goal of resource protection (NOAA 2010). Three action plans have been established regarding marine mammal protection in the sanctuary (NOAA 2010):

- **A.** The Marine Mammal Behavioral Disturbance (MMBD) Action Plan establishes a framework to address the potential for marine mammal harassment and behavioural disturbance resulting from whale watching, tuna fishing, aircraft overflights and noise pollution (Table 8).
- **B.** The Marine Mammal Vessel Strike (MMVS) Action Plan identifies means to assess and reduce marine mammal vessel collision that cause serious injury and mortality (Table 9)
- **C.** The Marine Mammal Entanglement (MME) Action Plan characterizes the threat of marine mammal entanglement with fishing gear (Table 10).

Each plan formulates methods to work with user groups and cross-jurisdictional partners to minimize risk. The Stellwagen management plan (NOAA 2010) includes an indication of estimated costs for implementation of action plans and lists performance measures.

Fishing is not regulated within the Stellwagen management plan. Fishery resources in the sanctuary are regulated by NOAA Fisheries Service with input from the NEFMC, the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC) and the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASFMC). Some restrictions on fishing that affect the sanctuary have been put in place, including limited access programs and effort controls, rolling closures for groundfishing, catch and minimum size limits for individual species, and a large, permanent year-round habitat closure in the Western Gulf of Maine Closed Area (WGoMCA). A Fishery Management Plan (FMP) has been implemented, including management measures such as: reduction in the number of days at sea; minimum size regulations for
several major commercial and recreational species; closed areas; increase in the mesh size of mobile trawl gear and gillnets; limits to hook size and number for hook gear; marking requirements for gillnet gear (NOAA, 2010).

**Table 84 Objectives and strategy of the Marine Mammal Behavioral Disturbance (MMBD) Action Plan (NOAA 2010).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMBD.1 Reduce Marine Mammal Behavioral Disturbance and Harassment by Vessels</td>
<td>(1.1) Develop and implement management measures that mitigate behavioral disturbance and risk to whales due to vessel speed and close approach.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.2) Develop a process to consider prohibiting vessels from transiting through humpback whale bubble clouds and/or nets.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3) Conduct risk assessment on other activities that could disturb marine mammals.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.4) Develop a research program to better understand vessel interactions with whales.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMBD.2 Reduce Marine Mammal Behavioral Disturbance and Harassment by Noise</td>
<td>(2.1) Establish a Marine Noise Consortium to identify noise sources and possible effects.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.2) Develop a marine acoustics research program to establish baseline noise levels and long-term noise budgets.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.3) Develop a policy framework for investigating and mitigating noise impacts within SBNMS.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMBD.3 Reduce Marine Mammal Behavioral Disturbance and Harassment by Aircraft</td>
<td>(3.1) Identify information gaps and gather data on overflight activities to determine whether they disturb marine mammals.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.2) Develop outreach advisories with NOAA Fisheries Service to inform the aviation community regarding overflight in proximity to whales.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9 Objectives and strategy of the Marine Mammal Vessel Strike (MMVS) Action Plan (NOAA, 2010).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMVS.1 Reduce the Risk of Vessel Strike between Large Commercial Ships and Whales</td>
<td>(1.1) Consult with NOAA Fisheries Service on their proposed strategy to reduce ship strike to North Atlantic right whales and evaluate how such measures would affect the sanctuary.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.2) Develop, demonstrate and evaluate the SBNMS Information and Reporting Center.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3) Determine the conservation benefit of reconfiguring the existing Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) within the sanctuary to reduce the risk of ship strike to whales.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMVS.2 Reduce the Risk of Vessel Strike through Speed Restriction on Vessels</td>
<td>(2.1) Institute year-round voluntary speed restrictions for all vessels operating in the sanctuary.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMVS.3 Support and Develop Research Programs to Reduce the Risk of Vessel Strike</td>
<td>(3.1) Work with NOAA Fisheries Service to support their ongoing database of all known vessel strikes in and around the sanctuary.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.2) Work with NOAA Fisheries Service to institute a toll free number to enable callers to anonymously report vessel strikes in the sanctuary.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.3) Investigate research strategies to determine responses of whales to approaching vessels.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.4) Conduct year-round monitoring to identify type, size, route and speed of vessels in the sanctuary.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.5) Investigate use of forward-looking sonar or other real-time detection technologies.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 105 Objectives and strategy of the Marine Mammal Entanglement (MME) Action Plan (NOAA, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MME.1 Aid Disentanglement Efforts</td>
<td>(1.1) Maximize the degree to which entangled animals in the sanctuary are sighted and reported.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.2) Maximize ability of vessels and aircraft to stand-by entangled animals.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3) Undertake activities leading to improved understanding and prevention of entanglement events in SRNMS and improvements in disentanglement technology.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME.2 Reduce Marine Mammal Interaction with the Trap/Pot Fishery</td>
<td>(2.1) Obtain gear modifications.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.2) Serve as test-bed to develop and demonstrate low-risk fishing gear.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME.3 Reduce Marine Mammal Interaction with the Gillnet Fishery</td>
<td>(3.1) Obtain gear modifications.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.2) Develop research programs.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 Bermuda

Bermuda’s territorial waters are protected under a marine mammal ‘national sanctuary’. It compasses an area of 464,993 km² and lies 1200 km from Yarari. It has a varying depth from banks of ~50m up to abyssal depths of ~2500m. It is the most northern outpost for Caribbean biota in the Atlantic Ocean. Bermuda is comprised of a group of islands in the Sargasso Sea that are the emergent part of the Bermuda Seamount, also called the Bermuda Platform (Figure 19). The remaining seamounts within the EEZ are completely submerged and are Challenger Bank and Plantagenet Bank (depth ~50 m), Bowditch Seamount (depth ~600-800 m), Muir Seamount (depth 200 m) and deeply submerged Crescent Seamount (the deeper abyssal depths that surround the seamount is ~2500m) (Government of Bermuda, 2014). The total marine area of the platform, to the 200m depth contour, is estimated at 753.2 km², and of this 326.99 km² is considered reef. Seagrass beds are located across the platform both inshore and offshore (Government of Bermuda 2014).
**Figure 15** Bermuda Exclusive Economic Zone (Government of Bermuda 2014).

**Area importance**
Bermuda’s EEZ is, from 20 September 2012, a sanctuary for all marine mammals. The designation process was primarily led by the Sargasso Sea Alliance (UNEP 2014). Thirty cetacean species have been recorded from the Sargasso Sea (Laffoley et al. 2011). Of particular note are humpback whales which are believed to use Bermuda as a way point on their migrations and perhaps they also use the mid-ocean seamounts in the Sargasso Sea as feeding and aggregation sites before heading north (Laffoley et al. 2011). The other large whale seen regularly in the Sargasso Sea is the sperm whale, which occur throughout the Sargasso Sea (Laffoley et al. 2011). As Bermuda is strategically situated between the humpbacks’ southern calving and breeding grounds and their northern feeding/nursery grounds, marine mammal protection within the Bermuda sanctuary has particular emphasis on the humpback whale.

Additional protected species are fin whale, blue whale, sperm whale, striped dolphin, rough-toothed dolphin and pygmy sperm whale (only the last two not CMS-listed). Besides marine mammals, typical species most relevant to this policy are all seagrass species, fish and molluscs.
Governance

In 2009, Bermuda hosted a meeting to explore opportunities for delivering better ocean protection for its surrounding seas, and the Sargasso Sea initiative was born, which in turn lead to the creation of the Sargasso Sea Alliance in 2010 (Laffoley et al. 2011). The Sargasso Sea Alliance has four overarching aims (Laffoley et al. 2011):

- To build an international partnership to secure global recognition of the importance and ecological significance of the Sargasso Sea, the threats that it faces, and the precautionary management it needs;
- To use existing regional, sectoral and international organisations to secure a range of protective measures for the Sargasso Sea;
- To establish appropriate management for the Sargasso Sea; and
- To use the current process as an example of what can and cannot be delivered through existing frameworks in marine areas beyond national jurisdictions to inform the global debate and provide a model for protection of other High Seas regions.

Within Bermuda’s EEZ, humpback whales are protected by two pieces of Bermuda legislation. The Fisheries Act 1972 protects all species of whales and the Protected Species Act 2003 provides for the protection and recovery of threatened species, giving specific protection to whale species that are considered threatened. Following the declaration of the sanctuary, Bermuda established a partnership with the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary for the protection of the humpback whale: the Sister Sanctuary Program (see section on this program under ‘International cooperation’).

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) is the primary government agency responsible for ensuring the proper use of Bermuda’s natural resources and the protection of the environment, within the framework of sustainable development. Established in 2016, DENR is the result of an amalgamation between the Department of Conservation Services and the Department of Environmental Protection. Marine management is one of six department programs of DENR (http://environment.bm/about-us/). Estimated expenditure for the DENR in 2016/2017 is $8,038,000 with $6,000 for conservation services (Government of Bermuda 2016).

The government of Bermuda provides staff and operational budget for the marine conservation section, monitoring the health of Bermuda’s marine habitats and protected species, conducting research on the health of the same, species recovery plans, managing marine parks, providing technical advice to the Marine Resources Board on all marine related to ecological assessments of proposed development in marine conservation areas, promoting public awareness and to encourage community stewardship of Bermuda’s marine ecology and to manage the Protected Dive Site Programme (Government of Bermuda, 2015). Available staff for marine conservation are: Principal Marine Ecologist, Marine Ecologist Assistant and Marine Technician (Government of Bermuda, 2015).

Dr. Sarah Manuel, Senior Marine Conservation Officer, states the following:

“The Bermuda Government does not allocate an annual budget, or staff, specifically to the management of Bermuda’s Marine Mammal Sanctuary. All whales and dolphins in Bermuda’s EEZ have been protected under the Bermuda Fisheries (Protected Species) Order since 1978. We have 5 fisheries wardens, 2 marine resource officers and 2 marine conservation officers. The cost of our 9 staff is approximately US$583,580 per year but only an extremely small proportion of their time, if any, in a year may be spent ensuring the protection of whales through education and enforcement. We do not conduct any research on whales or dolphins in Bermuda’s Marine Mammal Sanctuary, and rely on NGO’s..... to monitor the whales while one of these (NGOs) has recently been conducting studies on the health of what they think is a resident bottlenose dolphin population. Our current level of staffing is sufficient for enforcement. One of our main problems is getting the judiciary to assign priority to infractions against the law.”

As quoted from
Dr. Sarah Manuel
Pressures
Current threats include (Laffoley et al. 2011):
- Impacts of fishing;
- Shipping and shipping related impacts;
- Pollution, including plastics.

In addition to direct fishing impacts on targeted species, the type of fishing gear used has potential impact upon by-catch. Approximately two thirds of the landings from the Sargasso Sea over the last decade have been from longlines. Gill nets are still used in the Sargasso Sea (Laffoley et al. 2011). Bermuda, however, has one of the most restrictive fisheries management regimes in the world. In Bermuda waters, fishing nets are not permitted offshore or for bottom fishing, and longline fishing is highly regulated (Government of Bermuda 2013a,b). Fisheries regulations include a ban on all dynamite fishing, use of gill nets, trawls, fish traps, and spear guns and severe restrictions on nets and long-lines. There are selected spawning grounds for protected species that experience seasonal closures by species and area, limited entry into the fishery industry, bag limits, etc. All local and visiting vessels fishing commercially in Bermuda waters must be licensed (Government of Bermuda 2014).

Aim and actions
By establishing the Marine Mammal Sanctuary, and by partnering with the Stellwagen Bank Marine Mammal Sanctuary, Bermuda has taken an important step in protecting marine mammals and in assisting in the global recovery of the humpback whale. In addition, research is promoted and encouraged, and the humpback whale is monitored. A number of areas are permanently or seasonally closed to fishing (Government of Bermuda 2014).

3.2.4 Dominican Republic
The Marine Mammal Sanctuary of the Dominican Republic (Sanctuario de Mamíferos Marinos de la República Dominicana), including the Silver Bank (18 m depth) and Christmas Bank, is located in the Northern part of the territorial waters of the Dominican Republic (Figure 4). It compasses an area of approximately 50,000 km² and lies 500 km from Yarari. The Sanctuary compasses a variation of depths ranging from 0 meters in shallow areas off the coast of the Hispaniola island and reefs up to 4263 m depth in abyssal areas (República Dominicana 2015). The main habitats are the marine waters of Silver Bank, Christmas Bank and Bay Samaná, as important sites for reproduction and breeding of the largest population of North Atlantic humpback whales. Furthermore, the coral reefs of Banco de la Plata are a special aggregation site for spawning fish and form a place of shelter and/or food for a variety of fish, sea turtles and lobster. Seagrasses are important as feeding sites for the West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus) (República Dominicana 2015).
Figure 16 Map of the Marine Mammal Sanctuary of Silver and Christmas Banks, showing the 1986, 1996 and 2004 boundaries (Lancho Diéguez 2012).

Area importance
The area encompasses not only the shallower calving and breeding grounds of the Silver Bank, Navidad Bank and Samana Bay, but also all of the deeper ocean waters between, which are heavily travelled migration routes for whales headed to other parts of the Caribbean. In the 1970s it had been demonstrates that the humpback whales (*Megaptera novaeangliae*) of all the North Atlantic subpopulations migrate towards the Caribbean region and in particular (85%) to Silver and Christmas Banks (Figure 20). Therefore, in 1986, the first humpback whale sanctuary in the world was declared and a decade later, it was expanded to include Christmas Bank and Samaná Bay. In 2004, the Sectoral Law on Protected Areas further expanded the boundaries of the Sanctuary to include Mouchoir Bank. Within the Sanctuary, in addition to humpback whales, sightings have been reported of other species of marine mammals including various toothed whales, such as sperm whales, pilot whales, orcas, pygmy killer whales, beaked-whales, dolphins (including both Atlantic and pantropical spotted dolphins and bottlenose dolphins) and the manatee which is a sirenian.

Governance
The government of the Dominican Republic is the responsible authority for the sanctuary. A management plan has been developed through a participatory process designed by the Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources, involving a large number of stakeholders, both in government (Ministry of Tourism and National Council on Fishing and Aquaculture) and in the private sector (Atemar, Samaná Bay Association of Boat Owners, fishermen, Samaná tour operators, etc.) as well as civil society, represented by several NGOs, and members of nearby communities (Lancho Diéguez 2012).

Under the Life-Web project a management plan for the Dominican Republic (D.R.) is being developed and a visit to the D.R. by a six-country Eastern Caribbean delegation was realized to show the whale-watching going on in the D.R. Two areas in the Caribbean have been identified for further "scenario work": One from the D.R. down to Grenada, to build upon on-going cooperation to identify joint measures/activities for trans-boundary conservation of marine mammals (with a focus on humpback whales, sperm whales and dolphins).

Pressures
The main pressures within the Sanctuary are (República Dominicana 2015):

- accidental entanglement of cetaceans through the use fishing nets,
- pollution,
- maritime traffic,
• climate change.

In addition, poor governance has also been identified as a threat to the Sanctuary (República Dominicana 2015).

Aim and actions
The goal of the Marine Mammal Sanctuary as described in the management plan is the development of actions in 5 years for the protection, research, management, administration and education so that 70% efficiency is reached to achieve the conservation of marine mammals in the Sanctuary, in relation to the previous situation the management plan (República Dominicana 2015).

The Management Plan also includes five strategic objectives and priorities to achieve the goal (República Dominicana 2015). These are:

1. To strengthen and / or promote an institutional, legal and regulatory framework for the effective management of the Sanctuary according to existing guidelines at national and international level.
2. Develop a sense of collective ownership of the Sanctuary at a local and regional level, promoting responsible behaviour of the users of its resources, handlers and the general public.
3. Reduce or stop the degradation and / or boost the recovery of natural and cultural resources, especially marine mammals, promoting sustainable use and compliance with national and international regulations.
4. Use existing information and generate new data as a basis for adaptive management through research and monitoring projects.
5. To ensure the availability of financial resources required for management the Sanctuary.

Until 2010 the Sanctuary staff was temporary hired during the stage of whale watching. Since 2010, the Sanctuary has a permanent manager (República Dominicana 2015).

3.3 Summary and conclusions

We here conduct a brief management review of four functioning western Atlantic marine mammal sanctuaries. Our main question to address was “how do others make it work?”. Our purpose in doing so is to obtain indicators of what would be needed in terms of activities, budget and manpower to achieve the same (i.e, successful implementation) for the Yarari Sanctuary. Our review was based on both publicly available information and information provided by the management of the respective sanctuaries.

The first key observation is that without exception, the marine mammal sanctuaries defined highly ambitious goals and objectives even though the funding that would be needed to really sort effect on all points listed was characteristically limited. So there seems to be a big mismatch between goal setting and implementation. Even though there is much to be said in being complete and extensive, in the case of the Yarari management implementation plan we recommend to aim for practical steps as part of a phased implementation plan to achieve measurable but realistic progress under the reigning constraints.

The review allowed several more key insights. Firstly, from our analysis it is clear that the situations under which marine mammals sanctuaries have been defined and are being managed can differ greatly. Table 11 presents a brief overview of key management parameters from which to distil insights applicable to Yarari. The sister sanctuaries differ greatly in such parameters as size, cetacean density, the nature and intensity of threats to address, funding level and staffing. Nevertheless, it appears that adequate protection of cetaceans in sanctuary situations need not necessarily be very expensive (Table 11).
Consequently, based on parallels drawn from good examples of functioning marine mammal sanctuaries for the Yarari Sanctuary, which is relatively small and has relatively low cetacean density (de Graaf et al. 2017) and low threat levels (this report), achieving adequate cetacean management and protection should neither be expensive or difficult. We suggest that two dedicated structural field support personnel added to the already existing management formation for an (additional) total budget of 150 K dollars represents sufficient added capacity to implement an effective cetacean conservation program for the present Yarari sector around Saba and the Saba Bank.

Most other sanctuary management units do not conduct their own research as this is expensive and requires specialized expertise. Indeed, as pointed out before by Debrot et al. (2011) in most parks around the world, monitoring activity only uses up a small part of the total park budget, at most only a few percent of total annual budget expenditures are dedicated to monitoring (and research) (Casanovas et al. 2014, IFG 2014a, IFG, 2014b, NPS 2008, 2009).

For these reasons for the Yarari, we also suggest leaving the activity of scientific research largely in the hands of scientific institutes (as is currently the case) and limiting research-related activity largely to some basic record keeping on strandings and observations and provide the logistical support of research led by visiting scientists. As most analysis and writing (i.e. actual costs) takes place by others well after the fieldwork is completed, basic support of visiting scientists can yield much knowledge based on a small and temporary logistical support. In other words, logistic support of visiting scientists is an activity that provides high leverage to science output and the generation of new knowledge (leverage factor of 1:10). Structural research is certainly needed and can be contributed to by sanctuary management but does not form part of the core responsibilities of sanctuary management.

Enforcement can also be a very expensive activity for sanctuary management. Only Stellwagen uses its own relatively extensive enforcement due to the combined high concentration of both cetaceans and fishing taking place in sanctuary waters. The other three sister sanctuaries largely rely on the deterrent effect of stringent legislation to limit the need for enforcement and collaboration with other enforcement units such as the coast guard to effectively implement enforcement (Table 11).

Enforcement can be strengthened considerably based on real-time access to AIS data.

**Table 11** Synopsis of management review of functioning western Atlantic marine mammal sanctuaries and deduced recommendations for marine mammal budget and manpower for Yarari (in yellow).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mar. Mamm. Sanctuary</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Area (km²)</th>
<th>Cetacean density</th>
<th>User density</th>
<th>Key threats</th>
<th>Own research?</th>
<th>Own enforcement?</th>
<th>Staffing (Pos)</th>
<th>Annual Budget (US$ equivalent)</th>
<th>Effective?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stellwagen</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>2181</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>food competition, entanglement, pollution</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Marine Mammal Sanctuary</td>
<td>Bermuda</td>
<td>444,913</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>collisions, entanglement, pollution</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>in collaboration</td>
<td>9 * 0.95 = 8.55</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Mammal Sanctuary of the Dominican Republic</td>
<td>Dominican R.</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>entanglement, pollution, collisions, disturbance, climate change</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>other parties</td>
<td>1 + volunteers</td>
<td>49,000</td>
<td>Probably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASOA</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>143,256</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>collision, pollution, disturbance, noise, incidental catch</td>
<td>project-based</td>
<td>in collaboration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarari (southeast)</td>
<td>Dutch Caribbean</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>all threats/low</td>
<td>limited to visiting scientist support</td>
<td>in collaboration</td>
<td>add 2</td>
<td>add 100,000</td>
<td>expected to be effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions from the management review

- In terms of needed personnel, two additional field support personnel are sufficient to implement an effective cetacean conservation program for the Yarari Sanctuary.
- In terms of finances, this amounts to an added annual budget of US$ 150K (including material costs).
- Logistical support to visiting marine mammal scientists (incl. their students and interns) provides high research leverage but management should refrain from conducting costly research itself.
Practical support of marine mammal law enforcement ("eyes and ears", filing charges, testifying in court) should be provided to the coastguard and the police but management should refrain from conducting costly primary patrolling and arrests.
4 Key opportunities for regional cooperation on marine mammals

4.1 Introduction

In this section we highlight a number of regional initiatives in which help foster international cooperation and coherency. First, each of the initiatives are described separately. A short summary and conclusions (4.2) describes the key opportunities.

4.2 Regional initiatives

4.2.1 Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW) Protocol

The Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW) Protocol, born out of the Convention for the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean Region (Cartagena Convention), came into force in 2000 and is now the only regional biodiversity agreement for the advancement of the conservation and protection of the marine environment in the Wider Caribbean Region. As such, it forms an important framework for collaboration on cetacean conservation and management. Countries that have ratified the SPAW Protocol are shown in Figure 21.

![Countries which ratified the SPAW protocol](http://www.car-spaw-rac.org/?lang=en)

**Figure 21** Countries which ratified the SPAW protocol (source: [http://www.car-spaw-rac.org/?lang=en](http://www.car-spaw-rac.org/?lang=en)).

4.2.2 The Wider Caribbean Region Marine Mammal Action Plan

In the context of the SPAW Protocol, governments have agreed on the need to develop a regional management plan for the conservation of marine mammals. In 2008, UNEP published the action plan for the conservation of marine mammals (MMAP) in the Wider Caribbean Region (UNEP, 2008). The
goal of the MMAP is to assist participating governments in the region in their efforts to develop and improve marine mammal conservation policies and practices. Priorities for implementation of the MMAP have been established and are regularly updated (UNEP, 2012). The MMAP consists of five target areas: increased scientific knowledge; enhanced public understanding; protective measures; policy development and improvement of law and its application. The long-term objectives are (UNEP, 2008):

- Conservation and recovery of all marine mammal species and populations, and protection of their habitats in the region (e.g. feeding, breeding, and calving grounds, movement corridors, etc.).
- Establishment of regional cooperation programmes to increase scientific, technical, and educational exchange among relevant national, regional, and international organizations.

The MMAP focuses on the following two broad aims (UNEP, 2008):

- Management of human interactions and use
  - Identify and assess all significant threats to marine mammals (in general and as species and populations);
  - Address and mitigate human-related threats to marine mammals and the viability of their populations and habitats;
  - Manage stranded marine mammals;
  - Manage the holding and taking of marine mammals; and,
  - Address risks and uncertainty when making decisions, and ensure that a precautionary approach is taken.

- Species protection
  - Improve understanding of the biology of all marine mammals, especially those that are threatened currently or that have been affected by past or present human activities;
  - Maintain, and where appropriate, seek to restore, the distribution, abundance and diversity of marine mammals in the WCR;
  - Protect habitats in the WCR that are “significant” to marine mammals; and,
  - Seek to ensure that there are self-sustaining populations of all marine mammals throughout their natural range).

4.2.3 The Sister Sanctuary Program

In 2006, Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary established the Sister Sanctuary Program for developing strategic, science-based “sister sanctuary relationships” to insure the “protection of our shared population of humpback whales outside of U.S. borders”, with specific focus on international breeding and mating grounds in the Caribbean and on the principal migration corridors. The Sister Sanctuary Agreement between the U.S. and the other states was developed to protect both ends of the migration corridor of the humpback whales (Figure 22) from the West Indies to one of their feeding grounds, the U.S. Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, a mere 3,000 miles apart, as well as to protect the stop-over sites. The whales travel between the rich feeding grounds of Stellwagen Bank before heading south to the warmer waters of the Caribbean to give birth to their calves between December and April. The reason behind the partnership is the protection of the existing humpback whale population to ensure its survival in the U.S. waters off the coast of Massachusetts (currently counting around 900 individuals).
Figure 22 Migration route of the North Atlantic Humpback Whale population (Source: Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary Web Group, 2016). (The Caribbean humpback calving area likely was much larger than as shown on this map. Today it may still include the Saba Bank. There is also considerable evidence for a large former calving subpopulation located in the southern Caribbean; Stevick et al. 2014).

Over the past ten years, the Sister Sanctuary Program has expanded protection of North Atlantic humpback whales from 2191 km² to 699,440-km², making it one of the largest coordinated marine mammal conservation areas in the world (see Figure 23). It includes Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (US), Agoa (French Antilles), Yarari (Caribbean Netherlands), the Dominican Republic and Bermuda’s Marine Mammal Sanctuaries. They collaborate together with UNEP’s Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW) Programme, with the mission to protect North Atlantic humpback whales and their ocean habitat. Activities in the Sister Sanctuary agreement will be conducted subject to the availability of funds (NOAA and the Government of Bermuda, 2012).

4.2.4 Regional efforts directed towards protection of marine mammals in the Wider Caribbean

Marine mammal watching

In 2011 a workshop on marine mammal watching operations was held in Panama City, Panama. The workshop was held in three languages and hosted 39 participants from 23 countries from the Wider Caribbean (WCR) and Argentina. The participants included tour operators and/or government representatives from the WCR (UNEP, 2012). The workshop produced a set of overarching principles for marine mammal watching, guidelines for responsible marine mammal watching, a template for the standardization of data collection, and a set of recommendations (UNEP, 2011). These principles, guidelines, standards and recommendations should also be considered within the development of the Yarari Sanctuary management plan.
Ship strikes
In 2014 a ICW-SPAW workshop to address collisions between marine mammals and ships in the Wider Caribbean was held. It was recommended that existing (and any future) Sanctuaries in the region enter into a partnership network agreement and that it (ICW-SPAW, 2014):

- develops and shares expertise for expanded surveys and telemetry to understand inter-island movements and habitat use of migratory and resident populations of whales, in particular as it relates to shipping and strikes;
- continues to share educational materials, especially on ship strikes, where appropriate;
- promotes the sharing that photo-id catalogues are shared between networks and contributed to central catalogues where available (i.e. the North Atlantic Catalogue).

Marine spatial planning for marine mammal corridors
In keeping with the objectives of the SPAW Protocol, its MMAP, and the Programme of Work for Protected Areas under the Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD), the Government of Spain and UNEP have developed a partnership in support of LifeWeb, which includes a Project: "Broad-scale Marine Spatial Planning of Marine Mammal Corridors and Protected Areas in Wider Caribbean and Southeast & Northeast Pacific". The project was launched in 2010 to assist countries develop and apply cross-sectoral ecosystem approaches to management of areas and the protection of marine mammals in both regions (Figure 5). Activities include mapping of critical marine mammal habitats and regional-scale migration routes, as well as of socioeconomic information on human activities to promote broad-scale spatial planning of marine mammal corridors and critical habitats. The Government of the Netherlands Antilles participated as partner in this project. The Caribbean Netherlands was also represented and participated in the project (pers. comm. A.O. Debrot).

Marine Mammal Protection (1)
Sanctuaries and protected areas

Figure 23 Marine mammal sanctuaries in the Wider Caribbean Region (http://www.car-spaw-rac.org/?-Maps-and-reports). Note: this figure presents an ideal version of the Yarari Sanctuary boundaries (indicated as ‘under development’). In its current realisation the southern part of Yarari Sanctuary is considerably smaller than its ultimate potential size as it currently does not include the EEZs of Aruba or Curaçao but only the EEZ of Bonaire), see Figure 1.

Carib tails humpback whale migration data collection
Carib Tails (http://www.caribtails.org/) is an international citizen science effort collecting migration data on the population of humpback whales in the region between the U.S. Stellwagen Bank National
Marine Sanctuary off the coast of Massachusetts and its sister sanctuaries across the Caribbean (among which the Dutch Caribbean, see the section above on "The Sister Sanctuary Program"). Yachters and sailors are invited to help scientists track the movements of endangered humpback whales.

4.3 Summary and conclusions

In this section we highlight a number of regional initiatives in which help foster international cooperation and coherency. As explained before, due to the transboundary nature of most marine mammal stocks, broader networks of cooperating sanctuaries and corridor areas are essential to effective long-term cetacean conservation. Participation in a number of international initiatives will form an essential part of the Yarari management implementation. The regional initiatives and their opportunities for the Yarari management are summarized in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Context / origin</th>
<th>Established (year)</th>
<th>Purpose / importance</th>
<th>Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPAW Protocol</td>
<td>Cartagena Convention</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>The only regional biodiversity agreement for the advancement of the conservation and protection of the marine environment in the WCR</td>
<td>Framework to collaborate on cetacean conservation and management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wider Caribbean Region MMAP</td>
<td>SPAW Protocol</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Assist participating governments in the region in their efforts to develop and improve marine mammal conservation policies and practices</td>
<td>Support for marine mammal conservation policies and practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Sister Sanctuary Program</td>
<td>Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Protection of population of humpback whales outside of U.S. borders</td>
<td>Collaboration opportunities to protect North Atlantic humpback whales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine mammal watching</td>
<td>UNEP/WCR</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Principles, guidelines, standards and recommendations on marine mammal watching operations</td>
<td>To be considered for Yarari management plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship strikes</td>
<td>ICW-SPAW</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Recommendations to address collisions between marine mammals and ships in the WCR</td>
<td>Enter into a partnership network agreement to address collisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine spatial planning for marine mammal corridors</td>
<td>Government of Spain and UNEP in support of LifeWeb</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Project: &quot;Broad-scale Marine Spatial Planning of Marine Mammal Corridors and Protected Areas in Wider Caribbean and Southeast &amp; Northeast Pacific&quot;</td>
<td>Knowledge base. The Caribbean Netherlands was also represented and participated in the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib tails humpback whale migration data collection</td>
<td>Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, SPAW and conservation partners</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Carib Tails (<a href="http://www.caribtails.org/">http://www.caribtails.org/</a>) is collecting migration data on the population of humpback whales</td>
<td>Knowledge base on humpback whale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Structuring and prioritizing marine mammal goals and objectives: an expert consultation

5.1 Introduction

A key part of this assignment was to help explore what key goals and objectives would need to be defined for the Yarari Sanctuary marine mammals. Setting such priorities is a very important activity and is also the first step in determining what is required in terms of institutional and legal instruments, resources and facilities. Of course, not all goals and objectives may need to be, or must even preferentially, addressed by sanctuary management. Some key goals and objectives may in fact best be entrusted to, or conducted in cooperation with, more qualified partners (for instance, specialist aspects of enforcement or research).

5.2 Survey of expert opinions

To develop priority goals and objectives for the new Yarari Marine Mammal Sanctuary, a brief survey questionnaire was set-up (Annex 3). The strategic sanctuary plan of the US National Marine Fishery Service (NOAA, 2005) was used as a model for defining potential goals and objectives.

The survey questionnaire was sent to key conservation NGOs and policy officers on all islands of the Dutch Caribbean and The Netherlands and to a number of key Western-North and Central Atlantic marine mammal sanctuaries for input. As experienced Wageningen Marine Research internal Caribbean cetacean specialists, questionnaires were also filled by Dr. A.O. Debrot and Dr. M. Scheidat.

5.3 Results

There were nine respondents resulting in eight contributions/completed questionnaires (Table 12).
Table 62: Respondents to the goals and objectives survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paul C. Hoetjes</td>
<td>Policy Coordinator Nature</td>
<td>Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ), National Office for the Caribbean Netherlands (RCN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadzio Bervoets</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Nature Foundation St Maarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jens Odinga</td>
<td>Saba Bank National Park Officer</td>
<td>Saba Bank Management Unit / Saba Conservation Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nathalie Ward</td>
<td>Sister Sanctuary Program and Sanctuary Advisory Council Coordinator</td>
<td>Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romain Renoux</td>
<td>Head of Regional cooperation, BEST Caribbean Hub Coordinator, Aogas Representative</td>
<td>La Réserve naturelle de Saint-Martin management association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Sarah Manuel</td>
<td>Senior Marine Conservation Officer</td>
<td>Department of Environment and Natural Resources Marine Management Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ingvild Harkes</td>
<td>Sr Marine Advisor Oceans &amp; Coasts Programme</td>
<td>WWF-Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Meike Scheidat</td>
<td>Research scientist</td>
<td>Wageningen Marine Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Dolfi Debrot</td>
<td>Research scientist</td>
<td>Wageningen Marine Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few contributors stressed the importance of the underlying connections of objectives in their response. Even more, the priority of objectives is dependent on what "phase" the development of the sanctuary is, i.e. the emphasis on either research, science, education or policy will differ in time according to the specific implementation phase of the sanctuary (pers. comm. Nathalie Ward, NOAA Federal).

Although an objective could be very important it does not mean that it should be a first priority. This depends on the state of development of the sanctuary, such as the level of organisation, available funds, and the degree of knowledge, the legal status and specific threats to cetaceans of the sanctuary. An important starting point for a sanctuary management plan is to possess basic institutional capacity, as schematically presented in Figure 24. Some institutional capacity is an essential precondition for any functionality. The diagram shows the interconnectedness between the goals and that you cannot choose one goal above the other without compromising all key goals for management implementation. Everything begins and ends with institutional capacity, which has been recognized as the most serious bottleneck for environmental management in the Caribbean since the 1970 and which it still is today. In view of the complex nature of marine mammal conservation the next most important goal is the goal of broad cooperation with other parties. Finally, scientific understanding and awareness as key goals as made possible by means of both inherent and joint effort, sets the basis for sustainable management and protection of cetaceans.
Based on the results of the questionnaire (Table 13), the most important goals for the Yarari Sanctuary (i.e. all respondents considered these goals essential or important) according to the consulted experts were to:

- (protect) Manage the Yarari Sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans, and to;
- (study) Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari Sanctuary.

All goals were considered needed for the Yarari Sanctuary with the exception of one respondent who considered goal “f” (facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary) unimportant. Besides the two main goals unanimously considered as essential/important, other goals ranked in order of importance (high to low) were as follows:

- Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals;
- Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region;
- Expand and strengthen sanctuary management throughout the Dutch Caribbean;
- Enhance nation-wide public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of marine mammals;
- Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary.
Table 13 Importance of the management goals for the Yarari Sanctuary marine mammals, as indicated by the results of the questionnaire (H = High priority, essential; M = Medium priority, important but not essential; L = Low priority, complementary; N = Not really needed). Numbers indicate the number of respondents that filled in that category. Halves are used when respondents used mixed categories, e.g. "M-H".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Manage the Yarari Sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Enhance nation-wide public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of marine mammals.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Expand and strengthen sanctuary management throughout the Dutch Caribbean.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari Sanctuary.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As discussed before, when prioritising the goals the interconnectedness should be considered. Therefore, the suggested goals for the Yarari Sanctuary have been structured according to the iterative inter-relationship between clusters of priorities (Figure 25).

Figure 17 Operational and conservation goals suggested for the Yarari Sanctuary, showing the relationships and key phases of priority development.

The second part of the questionnaire was to categorise potential objectives for each goal. Results are presented in Table 14.
Table 14 Importance of objectives for the goals suggested for the Yarari Sanctuary, according to the results of the questionnaire (H = High priority, essential; M = Medium priority, important but not essential; L = Low priority, complementary; N = Not really needed). Numbers indicate the number of respondents that filled in that category. Halves are used when respondents used mixed categories, e.g. “M-H”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Manage the Yarari Sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prepare sanctuary management plans</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct and maintain routine contingency planning to preserve and restore the integrity of sanctuary ecosystems</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop and maintain programs and partnerships for enforcement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review and evaluate the Yarari’s effectiveness at site, regional, and national levels</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipate, prevent and mitigate threats to resources</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess changes affecting Yarari and evolve management strategies accordingly</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultivate a highly qualified and dedicated staff for Yarari</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement a regional management structure to integrate Yarari into region-based marine mammal networks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and expand the volunteer programs for support and awareness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain, and enhance the facilities, equipment, and other infrastructure required for conducting operations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Enhance nation-wide public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of marine mammals</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide education opportunities that will reach a diverse national population</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement outreach programs to increase awareness of marine mammals and Yarari</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish partnerships to supplement the Yarari’s education and outreach efforts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Build and strengthen Yarari Sanctuary management</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate identification of potential expansion, in coordination with key stakeholders</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate, coordinate and participate in ecosystem-based and network initiatives</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop and maintain interagency partnerships and collaborations, particularly with other national and international protected area and resource managers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari Sanctuary</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expand observing systems and monitoring efforts within and near Yarari to fill important gaps in the knowledge of marine mammals and potential threats</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support directed research activities that support management decision-making</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop audio visual products for awareness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work closely with partners to assess and manage human use of sanctuary resources</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create, operate, and support community-based sanctuary advisory councils</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consult and coordinate with agencies and partners conducting activities in or near Yarari</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use other tools such as policy development, permitting, and regulatory review and improvement to help guide human use of sanctuary resources</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create and support programs and strategies to work with island inhabitants</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Develop multilateral program relationships to interact with international partners to improve Yarari management capacity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigate the use of international legal conventions and other instruments to help protect marine mammals</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperate with global research initiatives to improve the overall knowledge of marine mammals</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Yarari education and awareness programs accessible through international efforts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these results the goal-related objectives for the Yarari Sanctuary are here ranked in order of their importance as accorded to by the consulted experts (high to low):
• Manage the Yarari Sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans
  o Prepare sanctuary management plans
  o Anticipate, prevent and mitigate threats to resources
  o Develop and maintain programs and partnerships for enforcement
  o Review and evaluate the Yarari’s effectiveness at site, national, regional and (international) levels
  o Conduct and maintain routine contingency planning to preserve and restore the integrity of sanctuary ecosystems
  o Assess changes affecting Yarari and adapt management strategies accordingly
• Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari Sanctuary
  o Expand observing systems and monitoring efforts within and near Yarari to fill important gaps in the knowledge of marine mammals and potential threats.
  o Support directed research activities that support management decision-making.
  o Develop audio visual products for awareness
• Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals
  o Cultivate a highly qualified and dedicated staff for Yarari
  o Maintain, and enhance the facilities, equipment, and other infrastructure required for conducting operations
  o Implement a regional management structure to integrate Yarari into region-based marine mammal networks
  o Support and expand the volunteer programs for support and awareness
• Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region
  o Develop multilateral program relationships to interact with international partners to improve Yarari management capacity
  o Cooperate with global research initiatives to improve the overall knowledge of marine mammals
  o Make Yarari education and awareness programs accessible through international efforts
  o Investigate the use of international legal conventions and other instruments to help protect marine mammals
• Expand and strengthen sanctuary management throughout the Dutch Caribbean
  o Develop and maintain interagency partnerships and collaborations, particularly with other national and international protected area and resource managers
  o Initiate, coordinate and participate in ecosystem-based and network initiatives.
  o Facilitate identification of potential expansion, in coordination with key stakeholders
• Enhance nation-wide public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of marine mammals
  o Implement outreach programs to increase awareness of marine mammals and Yarari
  o Establish partnerships to supplement the Yarari’s education and outreach efforts
  o Provide education opportunities that will reach a diverse national population
• Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary
  o Work closely with partners to assess and manage human use of sanctuary resources
  o Consult and coordinate with agencies and partners conducting activities in or near Yarari
  o Use other tools such as policy development, permitting, and regulatory review and improvement to help guide human use of sanctuary resources
  o Create and support programs and strategies to work with island inhabitants
  o Create, operate, and support community-based sanctuary advisory councils

In addition, the goals and objectives are categorised according to the management scheme presented in Figure 24. This enables us to assess the priority of each goal and objective according to their relationships and phases of development. Acknowledging that effective management starts with institutional capacity, the goals could be prioritised from top to bottom and the objectives from left to right. This means that conservation objectives related to a high priority goal are not considered as first
logical steps. Instead, first the operational objectives should be initiated/established. Another consequence is that not all objectives related to conservation goals need to be built up from the operational goals. If conservation goals are supported by operational objectives these objectives could be considered a higher priority. It should also be noted that the structure for the implementation of goals and objectives is an iterative process, as schematically presented in Figure 25.

**Table 15** Operational and conservation goals and objectives suggested for the Yarari Sanctuary, showing the relationships and phases of development. The first column presents the goals, categorised according to the management cycle (see also Figure 2) from top to bottom. The following columns present the objectives for each goal, also categorised according to the management cycle (from left to right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational goals</th>
<th>Operational objectives</th>
<th>Conservation objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional capacity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals</td>
<td>Cultivate a highly qualified and dedicated staff for Yarari</td>
<td>Support and expand the volunteer programs for support and awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain, and enhance the facilities, equipment, and other infrastructure required for conducting operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement a regional management structure to integrate Yarari into region-based marine mammal networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary</strong></td>
<td>Use other tools such as policy development, permitting, and regulatory review and improvement to help guide human use of sanctuary resources</td>
<td>Work closely with partners to assess and manage human use of sanctuary resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create, operate, and support community-based sanctuary advisory councils</td>
<td>Consult and coordinate with agencies and partners conducting activities in or near Yarari</td>
<td>Create and support programs and strategies to work with island inhabitants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooperate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region</td>
<td>Investigate the use of international legal conventions and other instruments to help protect marine mammals</td>
<td>Develop multilateral program relationships to interact with international partners to improve Yarari management capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperate with global research initiatives to improve the overall knowledge of marine mammals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make Yarari education and awareness programs accessible through international efforts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand and strengthen sanctuary management throughout the Dutch Caribbean</td>
<td>Facilitate identification of potential expansion, in coordination with key stakeholders</td>
<td>Develop and maintain interagency partnerships and collaborations, particularly with other national and international protected area and resource managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initiate, coordinate and participate in ecosystem-based and network initiatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational objectives</th>
<th>Conservation objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional capacity</strong></td>
<td><strong>Understand / Build awareness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>Protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari Sanctuary</td>
<td>Support directed research activities that support management decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expand observing systems and monitoring efforts within and near Yarari to fill important gaps in the knowledge of marine mammals and potential threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop audio visual products for awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build awareness</td>
<td>Establish partnerships to supplement the Yarari’s education and outreach efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implement outreach programs to increase awareness of marine mammals and Yarari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>Provide education opportunities that will reach a diverse national population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage the Yarari Sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans</td>
<td>Prepare sanctuary management plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and maintain programs and partnerships for enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review and evaluate the Yarari’s effectiveness at site, regional, and national levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anticipate, prevent and mitigate threats to resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess changes affecting Yarari and evolve management strategies accordingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conduct and maintain routine contingency planning to preserve and restore the integrity of sanctuary ecosystems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 General conclusions on priority goals and objectives

- We here present a structured approach to priority setting in goals and objectives for the Yarari Marine Mammal sanctuary.
- In doing so, we identify five main clusters of interrelated goals and objectives.
- The goals and objectives considered, span both (immediate) operational and (ultimate) conservation levels of priority.
- These can be expected to differ in perceived priority according to the implementation life-phase of a sanctuary, as well as according to other factors such as the level of knowledge available on and the nature of threats faced by the marine mammals of the sanctuary.
- The most essential precondition for management is to establish a minimum level of institutional capacity.
- Under structural conditions of resource limitation, the next key goal is to establish effective collaboration towards jointly achieving the higher management goals and objectives.
- Our review shows that marine mammal management plans typically contain an ambitious set of goals and objectives that can typically only marginally be addressed due to lack of funding. Copying these over for the Yarari gives little added value other than providing the longlist of potential ambitions.
- From the long-list of “important” objectives for each defined goal, it is clear that not all can ever be achieved simultaneously because of practical constraints to capacity. Hence, choices need to be made and a phased multi-year step by step implementation of key goals and objectives will be essential to optimal development of sanctuary management.
- Finally, moving forward in time, joint management capacity and implementation can be seen to tightly interrelated and to poses synergistic feedback loops that can be utilised towards further professionalization and the achievement of higher (conservation) goals.
An effective sanctuary governance and management structure model

6.1 Introduction

Management implementation in small island settings can be very challenging. In the small island setting many practical matters that normally do not play a major role in large continental settings come into play to effectively hinder management implementation and effectiveness. Simple dependence on importing parts for a vessel or the illness of a key personnel member in a small management unit can totally ground all field operations for months. For the Caribbean region as a whole as well as the Dutch Caribbean islands, the lack of institutional capacity for policy and legislation development as well as implementation have long been recognized as the principal bottleneck to sustainable environmental management (ECLAC 1998). In their review on nature policy development and implementation in the Dutch Caribbean during the decade from 2001-2010, Debrot et al. (2011) conclude that the most serious constraint to policy development and implementation continues to be the lack of institutional capacity. Hence, establishing a minimum of institutional capacity is the bare minimum needed as a condition for implementation.

The good news is, that based on our review of the functioning of other marine mammal sanctuaries, management effectiveness can be obtained with only a modest annual personnel and budgetary commitment. Based on the performance of other functioning “benchmark” sanctuaries we indicate that a very modest staffing of two persons and an annual budget of US$ 150 K should provide enough capacity for good management implementation (section 3.2). The designated personnel should be composed of one practical field support person with technical boat skills and one person capable of contributing to both local and international policy and legislation initiatives.

The small size of nature management organizations in the Caribbean Netherlands argues against creating yet another small organization to separately address marine mammal issues. Instead, the pooling of resources with other initiatives is preferred, as long as an organizational structure is found that functions at the governance level. Such an organization is the so-called Saba Bank Management Unit, which is run as a separate unit within the Saba Conservation Organization on Saba.

6.2 Saba Bank Management Unit (SBMU)

The Yarari marine mammal and shark sanctuary comprises most of the EEZ waters of the Caribbean Netherlands. The EEZ waters of the Caribbean Netherlands by law fall under the full management responsibility of the national government of the Netherlands as stipulated in the Conservation Framework Act BES (Wet grondslagen natuurbeheer- en bescherming BES). The Management of the fisheries and biodiversity of both EEZ and TW is guided by the Committee for management of the Marine Biodiversity and Fisheries of the Dutch Caribbean EEZ (CMBF, aka EEZ Committee), which includes delegates of all the islands as well as The Netherlands. The Saba Bank forms the centrepiece of the Yarari Sanctuary and is a designated marine protected area. Its management is currently being implemented by the SBMU and is reported to the EEZ Committee. If this the governance performance of this unit functions properly, then this would be a logical institution in which to invest any additional capacity.
The Terms of Reference for the installation of the SBMU provides essential insight into the governance structure of this unit. As indicated, the SBMU forms a separate unit funded by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and subcontracted to the Saba Conservation Foundation. The daily management is delegated to the Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) which also oversees the Saba National Marine Park. A small steering group, consisting of the SCF Parks Manager, MinEZ and the island government, is responsible for the overall management and planning. The SBMU also reports to the steering group and the EEZ Committee. The steering group convenes at least twice a year to evaluate and direct the program. Every two years the program is evaluated externally. The budget is established annually by the steering committee and includes finances for staffing, monitoring equipment, office overhead, boat maintenance, research support and operational costs. The SCF Parks Manager oversees the budgeted expenditure and day-to-day management of the unit.

Based on confidential input from independent parties, this unit seems to function well at the governance level. Interviews (by A. O. Debrot) with the steering group members and the responsible Min EZ policy officer, confirms this overall impression. However, steering group member Paul Hoetjes, M.Sc., points out two major current hindrances to the actual performance of the SMBU. Firstly is the structural lack of personnel. The fact that there are only two personnel members indicates that any diving work on the Bank is currently impossible without external support because sea conditions on the Saba Bank dictate that the captain must always remain on board, whereas diving safety dictates the need for a minimum of two person-diving teams. The second major hindrance is that the current vessel, the “Queen Beatrix”, is too short to smoothly address the typical choppy seas on the Saba Bank. The Queen Beatrix was launched in 2012 as patrol boat for the SBMU (Figure 18). The Queen Beatrix is sailing under the flag of Curaçao and has an overall length of 10 m and a beam of 3 m.

Kai Wulf, SCF director, stresses the value of expanding the Yarari Sanctuary to include St. Maarten and St. Eustatius. These islands appear to have been reluctant to participate until now because they only have a small part of the EEZ as compared to Saba. For this reason St. Maarten has also refrained from participation in the EEZ Committee. Nevertheless, in light of the ecotourism publicity value of a marine mammal sanctuary, there should be significant incentive for both islands to ultimately participate. With whale watching marked as a major growth industry of potential throughout the region (Hoyt and Hyengaard 2002, Vail 2005), both islands have much to gain by participating in
Yarari, even though current cetacean densities are relatively low and sightings unpredictable (de Graaf et al. 2017). Therefore, the governance structure for the Yarari Sanctuary needs to be prepared to accommodate membership of St. Maarten and St. Eustatius, if and when those islands may wish to partake in Yarari. Even so, Yarari Sanctuary headquarters should be based on the island of Saba, not only based on the latter island’s larger surface contribution to Yarari but also based on practical considerations of accessibility to the extended Yarari waters.

With respect to enforcement, Wulf stresses the need for cooperation with the Dutch Caribbean coastguard. One limitation to this is the fact that the coastguard is stationed in St. Maarten and only visits the bank incidentally. Therefore the SBMU plays a vital role as the “eyes and ears” of enforcement. Important institutional conditions for enforcement are a legal mandate for management of Yarari. As of yet, neither the SCF, SNMP nor the SBMU have any legal foundation for management or enforcement on the Saba Bank. Discussions could be undertaken with the Coastguard to establish a field station on Saba to facilitate a rapid response, which should include enforcement of fisheries regulations.

Given the large size of the area, critical for enforcement detection are the AIS installations on Saba. Saba National Marine Park has one installed on the roof of its offices but this installation has only limited reach due to its low position. The AIS installation on the top of Mt. Scenery by Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) (co-funded also by EZ) has much better reach and covers vessel movement over large stretches of the bank. However, access to the data is mired in complicated and tedious formalities via the Bureau Telecommunicatie in Curaçao. Faster and more direct access would be a boon for enforcement detections in the Yarari Sanctuary.

6.3 Conclusions

6.3.1 Governance

- The SBMU provides a suitable governance model for implementation of Yarari marine mammal management in the sector centred around Saba and the Saba Bank.
- It is based on a small team and hence capable of efficient decision making.
- Yarari governance structure should anticipate that other islands will want to join when it becomes clear that this will entail significant support to tourism development.
- Even so, Saba is the logical choice for basing the Yarari management headquarters.
- Parties could consider expanding the mandate of the SBMU to include implementation of Yarari marine mammal measures.
- In any case, the task should be subcontracted to an existing party so that resources can be effectively pooled for better overall functioning.
- A legal mandate should be designed and effected for effective management implementation.

6.3.2 Logistics:

- A somewhat larger vessel is needed to accompany the current SBMU vessel the Queen Beatrix for both comfort and safety while working on the bank.
- The recommended staffing with two dedicated Yarari personnel members should blend both technical boat handling skills and management skills.
- Access to the superior RWS AIS data needs to be arranged to sustain more effective enforcement and monitoring of ship traffic.
Synopsis of key priorities and action points towards implementation of sanctuary management for marine mammals

7.1 Governance

- Use the SMBU governance model for Yarari management implementation
- Consider merging Yarari tasks into the SMBU to effectuate resource pooling to prevent management fragmentation ("versnippering" in Dutch)

7.2 Legal resources

- Design and implement a simple legal mandate for Yarari management
- Copy and implement international legal guidelines for whale watching
- Revise the Fishery Framework Act BES ("Visserijwet besluit BES") or draft a Decree ("Regeling") under the Nature Conservation Framework Act BES ("Wet Grondslagen Natuurbeheer en-bescherming, WGN") to forbid all forms of pelagic longline and purse seine fishing in Yarari waters (for both marine mammals but especially for sharks)
- Devise and implement legal measures and guidelines to protect Yarari from anthropogenic noise pollution.

7.3 Finances

- Based on the review of functioning sanctuaries, and current stressor levels, a basic annual budget of US$ 150 K will be sufficient to implement satisfactory marine mammal conservation.
- Focus expenditures on management development, outreach and international cooperation.
- Limit expenditures on costly enforcement and research. Participation in these activities should principally be limited to essential monitoring and practical support of collaborating parties.

7.4 Personnel and logistics

- Based on the review of functioning sanctuaries, two (additional) personnel members are sufficient to effectuate adequate Yarari management
- The combined personnel should include both technical and boat handling skills as well as management development skills for effective local and international policy development and cooperation
- Saba island is the logical choice for basing Yarari headquarters
- A larger vessel (than the Queen Beatrix) is needed for safer and more effective operation in Yarari waters
7.5 Management priorities

- Aim for sanctuary expansion to include St. Maarten and St. Eustatius marine waters, and ultimately also Curaçao and Aruba EEZ waters
- Establish and expand cooperation with local enforcement and research partners
- Develop close ties with local stakeholders and encourage their active involvement
- Actively represent Yarari interests in regional marine mammal policy development and research initiatives

7.6 Research priorities

- Use remote methods (AIS) and current port fishery sampling to monitor fishery activity, and ship traffic inside Yarari
- Use passive acoustic monitoring and sighting records to monitor cetacean distribution and abundance
- Use passive acoustic monitoring to measure and follow background noise levels
- Record and collect data on and specimens from stranding incidents using published guidelines and protocols
- Subsample stranding fatalities to determine contaminant loads of the cetaceans inside Yarari and their prey species
- Document the extent and source of marine debris contamination inside the sanctuary
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Annex 1 IUCN Red List status of marine mammals occurring in the WCR


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Scientific name</th>
<th>IUCN status</th>
<th>IUCN trend</th>
<th>Red List EEZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Atlantic right whale</td>
<td>Eubalaena glacialis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue whale</td>
<td>B. musculus</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fin whale</td>
<td>B. physalus</td>
<td>Endangered A1d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sei whale</td>
<td>B. borealis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryde’s whale</td>
<td>B. edeni</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common minke whale</td>
<td>B. acutorostrata</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humpback whale</td>
<td>Megaptera novaeangliae</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Vuln.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sperm whale</td>
<td>Physeter macrocephalus</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vuln.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pygmy sperm whale</td>
<td>Kogia breviceps</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dwarf sperm whale</td>
<td>Kogia simus</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuvier’s beaked whale</td>
<td>Ziphius cavirostris</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blairville’s beaked whale</td>
<td>Mesoplodon densirostris</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowerby’s beaked whale</td>
<td>Mesoplodon bidens</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gervais’ beaked whale</td>
<td>Mesoplodon europaeus</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True’s beaked whale</td>
<td>Mesoplodon mirus</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>killer whale</td>
<td>Orcinus Orca</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-finned pilot whale</td>
<td>Globicephala melas</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short-finned pilot whale</td>
<td>G. macrophthalmus</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false killer whale</td>
<td>Pseudorca crassidens</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pygmy killer whale</td>
<td>Ferus attenuata</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melon headed whale</td>
<td>Peponocephala electra</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tusiixi</td>
<td>Sotalia fluviatilis</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guiana dolphin</td>
<td>Sotalia guianensis</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rough toothed dolphin</td>
<td>Steno bredanensis</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risso’s dolphin</td>
<td>Grampus griseus</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottlenose dolphin</td>
<td>Tursiops truncatus</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pantropical spotted dolphin</td>
<td>Stenella attenuata</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic spotted dolphin</td>
<td>Stenella frontalis</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spinner dolphin</td>
<td>Stenella longirostris</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clymene dolphin</td>
<td>Stenella clymene</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>striped dolphin</td>
<td>Stenella coeruleoalba</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short beaked common dolphin</td>
<td>Delphinus delphis</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long beaked common dolphin</td>
<td>Delphinus capensis</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraser dolphin</td>
<td>Lagenodelphis hosei</td>
<td>Least concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bato</td>
<td>Inia geoffrensis</td>
<td>Data deficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indian manatee</td>
<td>Trichechus m. manatus</td>
<td>Vulnerable A3cd</td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>Vuln.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean monk seal</td>
<td>Monachus tropicalis</td>
<td>Extinct</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Ext.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hooded seal</td>
<td>Cystophora cristata</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
<td>Declining</td>
<td>Vuln.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex 2 Cetacean guide


Humpback Whale – *Megaptera novaeangliae*

large whale, mostly solitary or in pairs (mother-calf)
Length: ca. 16 m

- tail flukes serrated edge, varying black and white pattern on underside

- extremely long flippers (appr. 4m)

- blow rounded and bushy, still visible when dorsal fin emerges
  - small bump before the small dorsal fin
  - tubercles on head and lower jaw
Fin Whale *Balaenoptera physalus*

- large whale; length: ~24m
- right lower jaw white, V-shaped pattern (chevron) behind head
- tail, columnar blow, blowhole surface briefly before dorsal fin emerges
  - rarely shows tail before diving
- sharp dorsal fin, often pointed or falcate
- coloration: dark grey above, white/cream below

Minke Whale *Balaenoptera acutorostrata*

- small size whale; length: 9-11m
- sharply pointed snout; sharp ridge on the snout
  - V shaped head when seen from above
- falcate dorsal fin, appears simultaneously with the blowholes during surfacing
  - white band on flippers
  - no fluke up when diving, often arches the back
  - inconspicuous or no blow
- coloration: black or dark grey above; grey chevron behind head; white underneath
**Sperm Whale Physeter macrocephalus**

- large whale; length: 18m (male); 11m (female)
- typically solitary or small groups; normally in offshore deep water
- single blowhole on left side of head, bushy blow angles forward and left from front of head
  - huge bumpy head; low dorsal fin without bump in front
  - wrinkled skin (like a plum), ridge on back with bumps
    - triangular flukes lifted high at start of dive

**Short-finned pilot whale Globicephala macrorhynchus**

- small sized whale, length: 7m (male), 5m (female)
- typically in groups of more than 10; normally in deep water
- exaggerated and bulbous melon head, with beak barely discernible or non-existent; robust body, with a deep tail stock.
- dorsal fin is wide, broad-based, falcate and set well forward on the body
  - the flippers are long, slender, and sickle-shaped
  - overall coloration dark (grey)
- but a faint grey “saddle patch” may be visible behind the dorsal fin
Bottlenose dolphin *Tursiops truncatus*

medium-sized to large dolphin, length: 2.5 to 4m
- typically groups: 10 or more (also bow riding but less often than spinner)

- robust body
- short to medium-length “stubby” beak
- distinct forehead above beak
- large falcate dorsal fin

Spinner dolphin *Stenella longirostris*

small to medium sized dolphin, length: 1.30m to 2.30m
- typically groups of 10 or more (also bow riding)
- they can be seen spinning high in the air

- slender body with an extremely long and thin beak
  - on top dark grey cape, light grey on the sides and white on the belly
  - a dark band runs from the eye to the flipper, bordered above by a thin light line
    - the beak is tipped with black or grey
  - the dorsal fin is basically triangular, slightly falcate to erect or canted forward
**Clymene dolphin (Stenella clymene)**

small dolphin, length: 1.70 to 2m

- small but **rather stocky** and has a moderately long beak.
- dorsal fin is tall and nearly triangular to slightly falcate
- white belly, light grey flanks and dark grey cape
- black "moustache" marking of variable extent at the top of the beak.
- very similar to the spinner dolphin, coloration looks vaguely like a grey Common dolphin

---

**Common dolphin (Delphinus delphis)**

small dolphin, length 1.60m to 2m

- slender body with a **long beak** sharply demarcated from the melon
- the dorsal fin is high and moderately curved backwards, often with pale centre
- unique (hourglass) pattern with a **pale yellow patch** on the side
Atlantic spotted dolphin (*Stenella frontalis*)

- small dolphin, length: 1.7 to 2.3m
- often in groups of animals with different ages

- overall impression of a small (spotted) Bottlenose dolphin
- moderately long, **stocky beak**, with a distinctive forehead above the beak
- **dorsal fin is tall and falcate** and the flippers are curved backwards
  - juveniles are unspotted, older individuals acquire spots
  - very similar to the other dolphins occurring here

Pantropical spotted dolphin (*Stenella attenuata*)

- small dolphin, length: 1.6 to 2.6m

- **long beak** sharply demarcated from the melon, slender body, strongly backward curved fin and spotted body
  - the ventral spots fuse and fade to a medium grey
  - tip of the beak is white
  - details of coloration and spot intensity vary regionally
  - the newborn calf is unspotted, older individuals acquire spots
- very similar to the Atlantic spotted dolphin and the other dolphins occurring here
Annex 3 Questionnaire

GOALS
What should the management goals be for the Yarari Sanctuary marine mammals?
(15 minutes)
Please differentiate potential goals according to importance using the following categories. (Note: it is essential to use as many of the four categories as possible for each question. Only then is it possible to actually distinguish differences in priority).

H = High priority, essential for the Yarari sanctuary
M = Medium priority, important but not essential for the Yarari sanctuary
L = Low priority, complementary to the Yarari sanctuary
N = Not really needed for the Yarari sanctuary

Goal a
( ) Manage the Yarari sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans.

Goal b
( ) Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals.

Goal c
( ) Enhance nation-wide public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of marine mammals.

Goal d
( ) Expand and strengthen sanctuary management throughout the Dutch Caribbean.

Goal e
( ) Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari reserve.

Goal f
( ) Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari sanctuary.

Goal g
( ) Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region.
OBJECTIVES
What should be the objectives for the different goals for Yarari Sanctuary marine mammals?

Please categorise potential objectives for each goal according to the above categories, H,M,L,N).
(Note: it is essential to use as many of the four categories as possible for each question. Only then is will it be possible to actually distinguish differences in priority).

Goal a: Manage the Yarari Sanctuary to maintain, protect, restore and enhance natural habitats and populations of cetaceans
( ) Prepare sanctuary management plans.
( ) Conduct and maintain routine contingency planning to preserve and restore the integrity of sanctuary ecosystems.
( ) Develop and maintain programs and partnerships for enforcement.
( ) Review and evaluate the Yarari’s effectiveness at site, regional, and national levels.
( ) Anticipate, prevent and mitigate threats to resources.
( ) Assess changes affecting Yarari and evolve management strategies accordingly.

Goal b: Build, maintain, and enhance the operational capability and infrastructure necessary to achieve key Yarari marine mammal conservation goals
( ) Cultivate a highly qualified and dedicated staff for Yarari.
( ) Implement a regional management structure to integrate Yarari into region-based marine mammal networks.
( ) Support and expand the volunteer programs for support and awareness.
( ) Maintain, and enhance the facilities, equipment, and other infrastructure required for conducting operations.

Goal c: Enhance nation-wide public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of marine mammals
( ) Provide education opportunities that will reach a diverse national population.
( ) Implement outreach programs to increase awareness of marine mammals and Yarari.
( ) Establish partnerships to supplement the Yarari’s education and outreach efforts

Goal d: Build and strengthen Yarari Sanctuary management
( ) Facilitate identification of potential expansion, in coordination with key stakeholders.
( ) Initiate, coordinate and participate in ecosystem-based and network initiatives.
( ) Develop and maintain interagency partnerships and collaborations, particularly with other national and international protected area and resource managers

Goal e: Investigate and enhance the understanding of marine mammals in and around the Yarari Sanctuary
( ) Expand observing systems and monitoring efforts within and near Yarari to fill important gaps in the knowledge of marine mammals and potential threats.
( ) Support directed research activities that support management decision-making.
( ) Develop audio visual products for awareness

Goal f: Facilitate compatible human use of the Yarari Sanctuary reserve
( ) Work closely with partners to assess and manage human use of sanctuary resources.
( ) Create, operate, and support community-based sanctuary advisory councils.
( ) Consult and coordinate with agencies and partners conducting activities in or near Yarari.
( ) Use other tools such as policy development, permitting, and regulatory review and improvement to help guide human use of sanctuary resources.
( ) Create and support programs and strategies to work with island inhabitants.

Goal g: Work with the international and inter-island community to strengthen marine mammal conservation in the Caribbean region
( ) Develop multilateral program relationships to interact with international partners to improve Yarari management capacity.
( ) Investigate the use of international legal conventions and other instruments to help protect marine mammals.
( ) Cooperate with global research initiatives to improve the overall knowledge of marine mammals.
( ) Make Yarari education and awareness programs accessible through international efforts.
Wageningen Marine Research is the Netherlands research institute established to provide the scientific support that is essential for developing policies and innovation in respect of the marine environment, fishery activities, aquaculture and the maritime sector.

Wageningen University & Research:
is specialised in the domain of healthy food and living environment.

The Wageningen Marine Research vision
'To explore the potential of marine nature to improve the quality of life'

The Wageningen Marine Research mission
• To conduct research with the aim of acquiring knowledge and offering advice on the sustainable management and use of marine and coastal areas.
• Wageningen Marine Research is an independent, leading scientific research institute

Wageningen Marine Research is part of the international knowledge organisation Wageningen UR (University & Research centre). Within Wageningen UR, nine specialised research institutes of the Stichting Wageningen Research Foundation have joined forces with Wageningen University to help answer the most important questions in the domain of healthy food and living environment.